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Abstract
This thesis explored the question: “How might I act to facilitate interorganizational collaboration
as an outside third-party action researcher and leader?” This first person-action research applied
action learning methodologies and methods that included reflexive learning through journal
writing and engaging in feedback sessions with feedback partners and a subject-matter expert.
This study found that my own feelings, actions, and behaviours as well as those of others
influenced the level of success of my ability to facilitate interorganizational leadership. The
findings also demonstrated my ability and desire to learn new behaviours and actions that may
improve my skills as a facilitative leader in the context of interorganizational collaboration.
Recommendations for facilitating interorganizational collaboration as an outside third party and
possible areas for further examination arose from this study.
Keywords: action learning research; interorganizational collaboration; facilitative
leadership, and change leadership; first-person action research.
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Executive Summary
This first-person inquiry explored the dynamics of facilitating interorganizational
collaboration as an outside third-party researcher and facilitator. My initial thesis project
proposal was with a First Nations community, the Gwa’sala-‘Nakwaxda’xw Nations, to explore
the dynamics of interorganizational collaboration during COVID-19 between First Nations
communities and their healthcare providers. However, due to cultural safety issues, this became a
first-person action research inquiry. The main inquiry question was: “How might I act to
facilitate interorganizational collaboration as an outside third-party action researcher and
leader?” Sub questions guiding this research were:
1. What is my current approach to facilitative leadership and interorganizational
collaboration?
2. As a facilitative leader, what do I envision as my idealized self?
3. What are my challenges as a leader in the context of facilitating interorganizational
collaboration?
4. What strategies can I use to overcome these challenges as well as develop my
capacity as a leader while facilitating interorganizational collaboration?
The literature review for this research included the topics of collaboration and interorganizational
leadership, emotional intelligence, and trust in interorganizational collaborations.
The methodology of this inquiry was first-person action research (first-person AR). The
methods for collecting data included daily reflexive journaling of my experiences while
facilitating or leading interorganizational collaboration (IOC). Feedback partners and a subject
matter expert provided feedback after each round of the two data-collection periods. The
feedback was incorporated by me after the first feedback session. Data analysis included
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thematic coding, and a resultant a priori coding from Round 1 data was used to code Round 2
data. The strategies to increase the level of trustworthiness and authenticity of this inquiry were:
member checking of transcripts, ongoing analysis and critical reflection at the end of each week
of journaling, and tracking and reporting choices when analyzing data. This research followed
the three core principles of research as outlined by the Canadian Institutes of Health Research,
Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada, and Social Sciences and
Humanities Research Council, and there was no risk to participants associated with this study.
Five findings emerged in this study:
1. Self-worth is a contributing factor in my ability to facilitate IOC.
2. Self-management and self-care play a role in my ability to facilitate IOC.
3. Many factors can affect relationships while facilitating IOC.
4. Effective communication and trust between participants in a collaboration has a
positive impact on IOC.
5. Systemic factors can impede successful collaborative efforts.
The conclusions of this study were:
1. Emotional intelligence plays a key role in increasing my capacity and effectiveness in
facilitating IOCs as an outside third-party researcher and leader.
2. Acting as a facilitator of IOCs as an outside third-party requires building relationships
between organizations in which factors such as trust, communication, and leadership
play key roles.
3. Influences such as bureaucracy and conflict are a challenge to my ability to facilitate
interorganizational collaboration.
Finally, the three areas of recommendations included:
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1. Process recommendations for facilitating IOCs for self and others.
2. Methodological-orientated recommendations for first-person AR in facilitating an
IOC.
3. Recommendations for organizations engaging in IOCs.
The results of this inquiry have led me to a better understanding of how I might act to
facilitate an IOC as an outsider researcher and leader and has equipped me with tools and
processes such as reflexive journaling that I will continue to employ as part of my ongoing
efforts to grow and transform my leadership capacities.

References
Canadian Institutes of Health Research, Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of
Canada, and Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council. (2018, December). TriCouncil policy statement: Ethical conduct for research involving humans (TCPS 2,
2018). https://ethics.gc.ca/eng/documents/tcps2-2018-en-interactive-final.pdf
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Chapter One: Focus and Framing
The 2019 coronavirus disease pandemic (more commonly referred to as the COVID-19
pandemic) created a global health crisis that has presented unprecedented challenges to public
healthcare systems around the world (Weible et al., 2020; World Health Organization [WHO],
n.d., 2000). My initial thesis project proposal was with a First Nations community, the Gwa’sala‘Nakwaxda’xw Nations, to explore the dynamics of healthcare interorganizational collaboration
between First Nations communities, the First Nations Health Authority (FNHA), and Island
Health as an outside third-party researcher (Herr & Anderson, 2014; Meyer & Willis, 2019). In
the process of engaging in a provincial, harmonized ethics review process, one of the
organizations was not supportive, citing cultural safety concerns, as First Nations communities
remain on high alert due to COVID-19 and are experiencing a collective re-traumatization due to
recent discoveries of unmarked graves located near Indian residential schools (Hopper, 2021).
Out of both respect and necessity, I changed my research thesis to first-person action research as
a facilitative leader working on interorganizational collaboration as an outside third party. This
first-person action research (first-person AR) served me by fostering an inquiring approach to
my facilitative and interorganizational leadership experience to date and going forward.
For this thesis paper, the terms “Indigenous” and “First Nations” are used and include
First Nations, Inuit, and Métis Peoples. The term “Aboriginal” or “Indian” will only be used if it
is used as a quote from the literature.
I live within a First Nations community in which conversations with several community
members expressed concerns about how health inequities within communities may be widening
because of the COVID-19 pandemic (S. Baker & G. Baker, personal communication, September
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15, 2020). As I work as both an entrepreneur and collaborative leader, this conversation sparked
my original research inquiry.
The principal inquiry question for this first-person AR thesis was: “How might I act to
facilitate interorganizational collaboration as an outside third-party action researcher and
leader?” Sub questions guiding this research were:
1. What is my current approach to facilitative leadership and interorganizational
collaboration?
2. As a facilitative leader, what do I envision as my idealized self?
3. What are my challenges as a leader in the context of facilitating interorganizational
collaboration?
4. What strategies can I use to overcome these challenges as well as develop my
capacity as a leader while facilitating interorganizational collaboration?
Significance of the Inquiry
Healthcare systems are highly complex, interconnected, and dynamic, and they ultimately
rely on collaboration for effective and efficient healthcare delivery (D’Amour et al., 2005;
Dickson et al., 2012; Lobdell et al., 2020; San Martín-Rodríguez et al., 2005; Van Eyk & Baum,
2002). The COVID-19 pandemic has shown a need to change “old ways of communicating . . .
[in order to] enable health care organizations to transform and emerge from this pandemic
stronger than when they entered it” (Lobdell et al., 2020, para. 2).
My attempted interorganizational collaboration with a First Nations community,
Gwa’sala-‘Nakwaxda’xw Nations, First Nations Health Authority (FNHA), and Island Health
demonstrated some of the difficulties in bringing organizations together to collaborate and
eventually presented challenges that were too significant to overcome. For example, scheduling
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meetings with partner organizations presented challenges and bureaucratic processes, causing
time delays. Identifying the correct personnel to be involved in the research also introduced
further time delays. The COVID-19 restrictions placed further constraints on collaboration, as
research was restricted to online virtual meetings. As I proceeded to co-ordinate this research,
key participants were changing positions within the organizations and were no longer available
to participate. However, it did not deter me as an interorganizational leader nor dampened my
desire to improve my leadership skills in this area, as I continue to work in this capacity as a
facilitative leader.
Interorganizational collaboration is essential for many organizations, whether they are
businesses, governments, healthcare providers, or community organizations (Berends & Sydow,
2019). My interest in continuing to facilitate change through interorganizational collaboration
remains, and this first-person inquiry has provided an opportunity for me to reflect on my
experiences of facilitating interorganizational collaboration as an outside third party. Through
reflection and feedback, this inquiry will help me become a more effective leader and
collaborator, specifically in leading and facilitating interorganizational collaboration.
Benefits to Key Stakeholders
I am the key stakeholder of this first-person action research, thus meeting a partial
requirement for completion of my Master of Arts in Leadership. Additionally, I learned ways to
increase my effectiveness as a facilitative leader working within a multi-organizational
environment by becoming more aware of my actions and choices when acting in a facilitative
leadership role. It may also help me be more reflective of the effects of my leadership with those
I am working with, ultimately serving to help me be a more effective leader and facilitator of
change.
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The Urgency of the Issue
Changes to improve or enhance my capacity as an interagency collaborator and
facilitative leader are not necessarily urgent; however, becoming proficient and skilled in this
area may have a positive impact on interorganizational collaboration. The conditions the
COVID-19 pandemic has placed on organizations calls for changes in the processes in creating
effective collaboration; therefore, my leadership and action may result in increasing service
provision and outcomes during these shifting conditions.
Organizational Context and Systems Analysis
The process of colonization has oppressed Indigenous peoples around the world, and in
2007, the United Nations General Assembly adopted the Declaration of the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples (UNDRIP), which affirmed that Indigenous Peoples are equal to all other peoples.
Among its 46 articles, it shows
concern that indigenous peoples have suffered from historic injustices as a result of inter
alia, their colonization and dispossession of their lands, territories, and resources, thus
preventing them from exercising, in particular, their right to development in accordance
with their own needs and interests. (United Nations General Assembly, 2007, p. 3)
Following recommendations of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada’s
(TRC; 2015) Calls to Action to adopt the UNDRIP (2007), British Columbia (BC) created
legislation that recognizes Indigenous human rights, becoming the first province to bring the
UNDRIP standards into law through the passage of Bill 41: Declaration of the Rights of
Indigenous Peoples Act (Bill 41; 2019). This bill includes legislation that requires the
development of an action plan to meet the objectives of the UN declaration in collaboration with
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Indigenous Peoples and new decision-making agreements between the provincial and Indigenous
governments, where clear processes and transparency are required for agreement making.
The recent investigation into anti-Indigenous racism in BC healthcare systems in a report
titled “In Plain Sight” (Turpel-Lafond, 2020), found that “only 28 percent of Indigenous IPS
respondents reported that they are ‘always’” treated with courtesy and respect when accessing
health care” (p. 44). In a news report, it was found that Indigenous people have “a lack of access
to primary care physicians is contributing to poorer health outcomes for Indigenous peoples”
(CTV News Vancouver Island Staff, 2021, para. 5). Adding to the issues of racism and reduced
access to healthcare are the “high rates of food insecurity, inadequate water access and poorer
living conditions that are overcrowded” (Patterson, 2021, para. 21), which further demonstrate
the inequities between non-Indigenous and Indigenous peoples living in BC. To meet the TRC’s
(2015) Calls to Action to address these, and many other inequities not described by Patterson
(2021), systemic change is needed. It requires shared political, economic, and social
commitments on behalf of all stakeholders and, therefore, requires collaboration between
Indigenous peoples and local, provincial, and federal governments.
With COVID-19 continuing to pose a threat to all populations, creating collaborative
working relationships is imperative, whilst taking into consideration local Indigenous cultural
traditions. The systems analysis presented in this chapter demonstrates the intricate balance of
interorganizational collaboration between the stakeholders who are responsible and committed to
meeting the newly introduced Bill 41 (2019) legislation, thus addressing long-term health
inequities and health threats to Indigenous populations in BC posed by the current pandemic.
A systems analysis can be used to understand the underlying relationships and dynamics
of a system and thereby help identify key areas that may contribute to failure of the system
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(Karsh & Alper, 2005). Stroh (2015) suggested a systems map can provide a visual tool to
illustrate inter-relationships of organizations in a system and contribute to understanding its
interdependencies. I have provided a systems map in Appendix A to give a visual overview of
the web of relationships between various government healthcare organizations as they relate to
healthcare delivery to First Nations communities to give context to the facilitative
interorganizational scope of the original research that was proposed. The systems map shows the
intricate position and unique role of the FNHA, which is both responsible and responsive to First
Nations communities while collaborating with regional health authorities and other First Nations
governance organizations. It also demonstrates how First Nations communities can contribute to
the co-creation of their own health governance through interorganizational collaborative
processes. As the original research inquiry did not continue and is no longer the focus of this
first-person action research, the systems map acts as a demonstration of the complexity of
interorganizational collaboration between these organizations.
Interorganizational Relationships
The BC Ministry of Health works in partnership with the Provincial Health Services
Authority, its five regional health authorities, and the FNHA to deliver healthcare services to its
citizens (Government of BC, n.d.-a). The Office of Indigenous Health is an advocate agency that
strategizes with FNHA and regional health authorities to inform policy at the provincial level
(Government of BC, n.d.-b). Collectively, these organizations work together at a governmental
level to deliver healthcare to First Nations, Inuit, Métis, and non-status individuals and
communities, including those who live on reserve as well as those living in urban centres or offreserve (Island Health, 2016).
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Island Health, formally known as Vancouver Island Health Authority, is one of the five
regional health authorities in BC and provides healthcare services to all the residents on
Vancouver Island. In partnership with FNHA, a key focus of Island Health is to improve the
health and wellness outcomes for the Indigenous Peoples they serve who may live both on
reserve or off reserve (Island Health, 2016). This is accomplished through their health facilities
throughout the region, and their healthcare service providers such as nurse practitioners.
The FNHA has key collaborative relationships with the First Nations Health Directors
Association, the First Nations Health Council, and the Tripartite Committee on First Nations
Health, all of which have specific roles in managing the governance of First Nations healthcare
(FNHA, 2013). Further, FNHA collaborates with the First Nations communities it is responsible
to through an intricate series of regional and subregional groups that allow for representation of
each First Nations community.
First Nations health directors are responsible for ensuring healthcare programs and
services are appropriate and properly delivered within their community. Collaborating with
regional health authorities, FNHA, and healthcare service providers, health directors are the
interface between their community and governing healthcare organizations (D. Wilson, personal
communication, February 10, 2021). Through subregions and regional caucuses, health directors
communicate and create plans to meet their local health priorities and support health plan
implementation (FNHA, 2013). It is through this structure and process that Gwa’sala‘Nakwaxda’xw Nations works with Island Health and FNHA indirectly through its healthcare
director and Chief. BC First Nations communities value self-determination and have been
collaborating with FNHA and Island Health to co-create a new health governance structure in the
“spirit of respect, truth and reconciliation” (Island Health, 2016, p. 3).
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The current COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted the need for increased
interorganizational collaboration as: “The systemic health, racial and social inequalities
Indigenous communities were facing before COVID-19 has only been magnified during the
pandemic” (Somos, 2021, para. 8). Jurisdictional considerations such as tracking community
members that do not live on a reservation, but travel in and out of the reservation, requires the
sharing of information between these organizations and further demonstrates the need for
collaboration between Island Health, FNHA, and First Nations communities (D. Wilson,
personal communication, November 12, 2020). Therefore, the consequences of poor
interorganizational collaboration between these organizations could exacerbate the inequalities
that were pre-existent and ultimately contribute to creating a barrier to reducing the transmission
of the virus.
Original Inquiry Alignment and Description of Key Stakeholders
BC First Nations communities value self-determination and have been collaborating with
FNHA to co-create a new health governance structure that reflects this (Gallagher et al., 2015).
Taking care of their community is a core vision of the Gwa’sala-‘Nakwaxda’xw People. As a
community, Gwa’sala-‘Nakwaxda’xw People value strong leadership and respect of themselves
and others, their culture as well as the health and well-being of themselves and others (Gwa’sala‘Nakwaxda’xw Nations, n.d.). Although independence is also important to their community,
Gwa’sala-‘Nakwaxda’xw Nations works in collaboration with others to achieve common goals
(Gwa’sala-‘Nakwaxda’xw Nations, n.d.). This research inquiry was aligned with Gwa’sala‘Nakwaxda’xw Nations’ vision of a strong and healthy community that collaborates with others
in ways that increase self-governance in their health and wellness (Gwa’sala-‘Nakwaxda’xw
Nations, 2016, p. 13). However, in response to the continued high alert that still is in place within
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First Nations communities due to COVID-19 pandemic and the recent discovery of unmarked
graves at the former Kamloops Indian Residential School, FNHA declined to proceed with my
original research project. In respect for the cultural safety of First Nations communities who are
experiencing loss and grief, as well as my research partner Gwa’sala-‘Nakwaxda’xw Nations
changing focus to attend to their own community’s needs, my first-person research is better
aligned to facilitate respect for Indigenous collaboration.
As the key stakeholder, this first-person research inquiry aligns with my desire to learn
from my previous experiences with my research partner Gwa’sala-‘Nakwaxda’xw Nations. It
also permits further learning of how to facilitate interorganizational collaboration with new
leadership projects as I proceed with this inquiry.
Feedback Partners and Subject Matter Expert
My first-person feedback partners are business and personal friends who have relevant
leadership knowledge and can provide critical feedback. One is a nurse practitioner within the
Vancouver Coastal Region with 35 years of experience within healthcare and is familiar with
conducting research within the healthcare system. The second feedback partner is a professional
leadership coach and consultant working with both private clients and within government
organizations at the provincial level. The subject matter expert also acted as a feedback partner
and works internationally, in which she coordinates relief projects in combat areas. She has
worked as an advisor to the UN on refugee camp management and has extensive experience as
an intern coordinator, intern orientation/re-entry facilitator, curriculum designer and writer,
workshop facilitator, popular educator, gender and peace building specialist, community
development trainer, youth leadership program coordinator, teacher, and project manager. Her
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extensive international experience of coordinating and facilitating change in war-torn countries
provided a global perspective to my leadership inquiry.
Overview of Thesis
In summary, this inquiry was originally focused on facilitating second- and third-person
participatory action research in which interorganizational collaboration was necessary. As a
result of current restrictions in place due to COVID-19, the inquiry became a first-person action
research, with the inquiry exploring ways to increase my capacity to facilitate interorganizational
collaboration. The remainder of this thesis is divided into four sections: literature review,
methodology, inquiry project findings and conclusions, and finally, inquiry implications and
recommendations. A literature review follows in the next section.
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Chapter Two: Literature Review
My area of interest is to facilitate change within and across organizational boundaries that
are looking to solve problems and meet goals collaboratively. There are many factors,
considerations, and dynamics that underlie interorganizational collaboration that may lead to
their success or failure. The topics for the literature review are (a) collaboration and
interorganizational collaboration, with attention towards healthcare; (b) leadership; (c) emotional
intelligence; and (d) building trusting relationships that may provide an informative framework
of understanding of how I might act to facilitate interorganizational collaboration as a third-party
outside researcher.
Collaboration and Interorganizational Collaboration
Collaboration and interorganizational collaboration are introduced in this section.
Included are descriptions and definitions of both terms, followed by an explanation of boundary
spanning in interorganizational collaboration. Key determinants and barriers to
interorganizational collaboration follow.
Descriptions and Definitions of Collaboration
Within the literature, the term collaboration had a wide variety of descriptions and
meanings based on the context or environment in which it was operating (Walters et al., 2015).
Loosely defined, collaboration means “to cooperate with an agency or instrumentality with
which one is not immediately connected” (Merriam-Webster, n.d.-a, para. 3), whereas
instrumental is defined as “serving as a crucial means, agent, or tool” (Merriam-Webster, n.d.-c,
para. 1b). Croker et al. (2016) posited that collaboration is a “lived phenomenon in that it is
understood, enacted and experienced differently by different people” (p. 3). Van Eyk and Baum
(2002) added that collaboration is an interdependent “emerging process” that takes time to
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develop (p. 266). The term collaboration conveys the idea of a dynamic, interactive, and
collective process between individuals taking collective action towards accomplishing a common
goal.
However, when describing research on collaboration, Thomson et al. (2009) commented
that there is a “wide range of theoretical perspectives, . . . [which may contribute to] a lack of
consensus among scholars” as to its definitions and understanding (p. 23). In an effort to define
collaboration, Jones and Thomas (2007) pointed out that the term “collaboration” is often
conflated due to its definition being “contextually dependent” (p. 292). Huxham (2003, p. 403)
purported that two concepts emerged in his research into collaboration practices. Huxham termed
the first as being “collaborative advantage,” where something is achieved synergistically with
others; and “collaborative inertia,” where the output of the collaboration is small, or the rate of
output is slow, and the efforts are often a “hard grind,” bringing into question the point of the
collaboration in the first place (p. 403).
Adding to the challenge of defining collaboration, the terminology used to describe it can
be complex. For example, the terms interagency collaboration and interorganizational
collaboration were used interchangeably by Shepherd and Meehan (2012) in their multilevel
framework of interagency collaboration. D’Amour et al. (2008) reviewed both
interorganizational and interprofessional collaboration frameworks to find shared concepts,
which further demonstrates the multilevel complexity that exists in defining collaboration. While
collaboration is based on relationships and interactions, interprofessional collaboration describes
collaboration between professionals who have specific roles in delivering a common goal within
the same organization. Whereas, interorganizational collaboration refers to a collective shared
responsibility between organizations in decision making and problem-solving to achieve a
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common goal (Gaboury et al., 2009; Karam et al., 2018; Walters et al., 2015). In the context of
healthcare, some researchers described healthcare collaboration as a process within and between
organizations, enacted by teams and teamwork across professional and organizational contexts,
where teams can be further defined as “multidisciplinary, interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary”
(Croker et al., 2016, p. 8).
Interorganizational Collaboration
Interorganizational collaboration (IOC) represents the mutual partnering of organizations
to “form coalitions around specific events or goals or for the purpose of sharing information and
networking” (Isbell, 2012, p. 159). Majchrzak et al. (2015) suggested IOCs are based on
relationships that are in continuous motion that evolve through dynamics that vary in complexity.
Tsasis (2009) suggested that IOCs build “capacity and leverage existing resources and help with
acquiring a pool of resource skills, creation of new knowledge that helps to invent synergistic
solutions to complex problems” (p. 5). They may take the form of strategic alliances, joint
working arrangements, networks, or partnerships and may exist across businesses, non-profit
organizations, or political landscapes (P. Williams, 2002). The purpose of many IOCs is to
increase efficiency, cost-effectiveness, or innovation, while in social settings, the purpose may be
to increase cooperation among organizations to solve complex problems (Leung, 2013; Tsasis,
2009). Non-profit organizations may collaborate to enhance their capacities and enable them to
expand the nature of their services (Isbell, 2012; Leung, 2013; Tsasis, 2009). The public policy
landscape can also present complex problems and issues that can span past a single
organization’s capacity to deal with and can “permeate jurisdictional, organizational, functional,
professional and generational boundaries” (P. Williams, 2002, p. 104).
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Boundaries in Interorganizational Collaboration and The Role of Boundary
Spanners. Cross et al. (2002), P. Williams (2002), and Yip et al. (2009) noted that there can be a
shift in hierarchical structures of organizations towards informal networks of relationships that
cross interorganizational boundaries, allowing for consensus and trust-building amongst the
participating organizations. Here, a boundary represents the “domain in which an organization
interacts with its environment to survive” (Tsasis, 2009, p. 6), and organizations need to know
what their boundaries are to manage their interdependencies with other organizations within an
IOC (Tsasis, 2009). These boundaries can be described as “vertical, horizontal, stakeholder,
demographic and geographic” (Cross et al., 2015, p. 204). Lindstrom (2007) identified a
knowledge boundary he called a “phronetic boundary,” in which multi-stakeholders come
together to “facilitate the molding of knowledge and action in ways that are relevant to
stakeholders in their local realities” (p. iii). Boundaries can be “psychological and emotional” in
addition to organizational and structural (Cross et al., 2013, p. 84). Lee et al. (2014) suggested
boundaries can impose borders that divide groups into “us” and “them” while also being
frontiers, as they can present opportunities to create new ways of working between organizations
(p. 3).
In looking at social processes that underlie IOC in non-profit organizations, Tsasis (2009)
found that overstepped boundaries may create a competitive environment as opposed to a
positive environment that supports coordinating actions to support the IOC. When interests and
goals are shared, exchange arrangements are worked out so that all organizations benefit (Tsasis,
2009). By spanning boundaries effectively, organizations can link together in a collaborative way
to drive creativity and innovation and can be a key to successful IOCs (Leung, 2013). The
literature on IOCs focussed on outcomes of these collaborations; however, “comparatively little
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attention is accorded to the pivotal role of individual actors in the management of interorganizational relationships,” namely boundary spanners (P. Williams, 2002, p. 103).
Isbell (2012) suggested that boundary spanners are agents of communication, acting
between the participating organizations through their individual ties, and they can act to mitigate
tensions such as the demand for flexibility, the need for stability, or power imbalances that may
arise within an IOC (Isbell, 2012; Leung, 2013). The communicative interactions of boundary
spanners create shape the collaborative form to help “build structures such as governance,
decision making and membership that create and maintain IOCs” (Isbell, 2012, p. 160). Tsasis
(2009) and P. Williams (2002) described boundary spanners as relationship builders who manage
the complexities and interdependencies of IOCs through influence and negotiation to work
towards collective goals, while Isbell and Cross et al. (2013) added that IOCs work towards
building trust and respect between the participating organizations while taking the different
perspectives and priorities into account. Their job is to bridge interests between groups or
organizations, understanding who is part of the collaboration and the roles that each player is
fulfilling as well as identifying any gaps within this environment (P. Williams, 2002).
Boundary spanners may not have the same resources to contribute to the IOC and so must
address any inequities that may exist to have a positive outcome in the IOC (Isbell, 2012). There
may be more than one boundary spanner assigned or designated from one organization, and
some boundary spanners “may be informally representing themselves or differing perspectives of
a group” (p. 163). Additionally, boundary spanning can be a network of individuals, thereby
combining knowledge and experience across a field of knowledgeable communicators to
increase efficiency gains of the IOC (Cross et al., 2015). The literature was weak in providing
information about how an outside third party could act as a successful boundary spanner.
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Key Determinants in Interorganizational Collaboration. Specific forms of
collaboration may differ for different environments. In healthcare collaborations, Karam et al.
(2018) found “communication, trust, respect, power, task characteristics, and the organization’s
environment” were common concepts, emphasizing communication as a central factor in both
interprofessional and interagency collaboration (p. 75). Johnson et al. (2003) found that
“leadership, communication, commitment, understanding of the culture of the collaborating
organizations, adequate resources, and minimizing turf” were contributing factors to successful
interorganizational collaborations (p. 201). In a study of collaborative community health service,
Van Eyk and Baum (2002) reported important factors as “mutual respect, credibility of the
personnel, sharing information, leadership and interdependence” (p. 264). Axelsson and
Axelsson (2006) found that teams that “know and trust each other” create supportive and positive
collaborative outcomes and found team building and leadership were important factors in
successful IOC (p. 82). Walters et al. (2015) reviewed measurements of collaboration within
healthcare settings and suggested teamwork is foundational in creating effective and efficient
healthcare delivery. There was a paucity of research in the literature that directly relates to key
concepts and factors that contribute to successful interorganizational as an outside third party.
Barriers to Interorganizational Collaboration. Barriers to IOC can be described as
“obstacles, impediments or difficulties” that organizations need to overcome to achieve their
collective goals (Auschra, 2018, p. 3). Polivka et al. (2001) and Ylitalo et al. (2004) found the
lack of clarity over professional boundaries (i.e., turf), personality issues, and lack of awareness
of other collaborators may contribute to the inability to collaborate successfully. Johnson et al.
(2003) found lack of factors such as “communication between policy makers and service
providers” as well as a lack of “understanding of other agencies policies” posed difficulties in
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achieving efficient collaboration (p. 161). Huxham (2003) and San Martín-Rodríguez et al.
(2005) pointed out that power relationships can be significant contributors to barriers in
collaborative efforts, adding that equality amongst professionals must be shared to avoid power
issues. Restrictions such as “information sharing and privacy of service users” were identified by
Shepard and Meehan (2012, p. 404) in their evaluation of interorganizational collaboration.
Axelsson and Axelsson (2006) concluded that barriers such as differences in culture, values, and
beliefs need to be managed to increase success in interorganizational collaboration. Changes in
the structure of key organizations or employees can add further stress to an IOC (Huxham,
2003). External and internal policies can also create barriers to collaboration and can exert
influence on both the member organizations and on the purpose of the collaboration itself
(Huxham, 2003). Thus, understanding and managing these possible barriers is a requirement in
facilitating successful IOCs.
Understanding the key terminology, definitions, and underlying premises of collaboration
and IOC is important if one is to work effectively in facilitating them. How leadership plays a
role and what types of leadership styles contribute to successful interorganizational
collaborations will be reviewed next.
Leadership in Interorganizational Collaboration
Leadership plays a key role in facilitating interorganizational collaborations. A brief
description of leadership and selected leadership styles of change leadership, transformational
leadership, and facilitative leadership are discussed.
Leadership
Leadership can be described as the behaviour of an individual when directing the
activities of a group toward a shared goal (Al-Sawai, 2013). Leadership is a relationship between
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leaders, followers, and the context of the goal, while taking “into consideration the changing
environment and works to influence the activities of an individual or group to cope with such
change” (Kotter, 1999, p. 16). Silva (2016) defined leadership as “the process of interactive
influence that occurs when, in a given context, some people accept someone as their leader to
achieve common goals” (p. 3). Kramer et al. (2019) emphasized that leadership is fundamentally
influencing others through communication (p. 399). It is not the same as management; rather,
leadership manages change, where change can be described as a process of “taking an individual
or group from its current state to a desired future state” (Gill, 2002, p. 307). Managing change
requires effective leadership to successfully create, introduce, and manage the proposed change
and good management to sustain the changes made (Burnes, 2016; Gill, 2002; Kotter, 1999).
Leadership is necessary to manage change, as any proposed change within an
organization can alter the current culture, values, and situation such that it can impact the way
people think and act and ultimately may threaten interests within an organization and thereby
create resistance (Dumas & Beinecke, 2018). In examining what contributes to successful
leadership, leadership theories that focus on the characteristics and behaviours of leaders have
been developed to identify what makes leaders excel, including how they “evaluate options and
why they make adjustments” (Duggan, n.d., para. 1). Leadership style describes the actions
leaders take that include their attitudes and behaviours: in other words, their approach in
providing direction, making decisions, solving problems, planning, or motivating people while
leading (Anderson & Sun, 2017; Duggan, n.d.; Lumen, n.d.). The style of leadership required to
manage and lead change depends on the situation, and in terms of leading change in an
interorganizational context, Kramer et al. (2019) suggested that little research on “how
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collaborative leaders achieve goals while working with representatives of multiple
organizations” is available (p. 398).
In the context of interorganizational leadership, Connelly (2007) contended that
“leadership is an important, if not crucial, element in the success or failure of interorganizational
systems” (p. 1246). Connelly, Kramer et al. (2019), and Sullivan et al. (2012) agreed that
leadership in IOC is not well understood and called for more study. Given the complexity of
IOCs and the complexity of leadership, research that examines leadership in the context of IOCs
must take IOC processes, context, and leadership theories into account to better “understand
when particular leadership behaviors” are best suited to meet the needs of the IOC (Kramer,
2019, p. 398). Further, which leadership style is specifically effective for IOC was not made
clear in the literature (Anderson & Sun, 2017; Connelly, 2007; Sullivan et al., 2012). Connelly
suggested areas that leaders who are engaged in IOC should be cognizant of, which included
culture, the common vision or strategy, build open communication, trust, have flexibility, and
understand the roles that alliances and networks play in building successful collaborations.
Sullivan et al. (2012) reviewed leadership for collaboration through the lens of public
governance and found different leadership capacities are required, depending on the structure
and goal of the collaboration. For example, where “the process of governing is as important as
the results” and the goal may be more focused on just on inclusive relationships as opposed to
results, leadership may need to “focus on building trust and productive relationships between
partners” (p. 52). The personal and professional attributes of a leader in this setting may be
“honesty, integrity, patience, drive, and commitment” (p. 52). However, if there is an emphasis
on results for the collaboration, a facilitative leadership approach, where “being able to act
strategically in identifying who needs to be brought to the table and for what and to be able to
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build trusting and productive relationships between partners” may be more appropriate (p. 55). In
this case, leaders may need to have more strategic skills as opposed to relationship-building
skills (Sullivan et al., 2012). In examining a leader’s role in aligning system strategies and
decision making in healthcare, Cady (2016) suggested that “system leaders need to think about
different things, but they also need to think about those things differently,” suggesting strategic
leadership requires cognitive capacity (p. 8). Kramer et al. (2019) concluded that leadership
programs that focus on just one type of leadership model may be excluding other leadership
behaviours that may also be important for interorganizational success.
In the context of interorganizational collaborations in which creating and facilitating
change is the desired output, change leadership, transformative leadership, and facilitative
leadership are briefly explored. However, little literature discussed specific leadership styles or
leadership behaviours in leading IOC from an outside, third-person perspective.
Change Leadership
Change leadership is described in the literature as one competency within a range of
competencies in change management (Higgs & Rowland, 2001). Kotter (2011) contended that
“change leadership is much more associated with putting an engine on the whole change process,
and making it go faster, smarter, more efficiently” (para. 2). According to Dumas and Beinecke
(2018), change leadership is pro-active and people-centric, with the goal of change leadership to
“support enabling behaviors rather than shape the behaviors of others” (p. 872). Herold et al.
(2008) and Van der Voet (2016) agreed that change leadership can be effective in increasing a
participant’s commitment to change through understanding and owning part of a particular
change initiative; however, participating in the implementation of that change may not follow
due to participants’ perceptions of bureaucracy and difficulty. The risk associated with change
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leadership is that there is the danger of getting out of control and perhaps miss smaller details that
should be attended to in facilitating large-scale change (Kotter, 2011).

Change leaders have “the ability to influence and enthuse others, through personal
advocacy, vision and drive, and to access resources to build a solid platform for change” (Higgs
& Rowland, 2001, p. 48). They focus strategically on the specific change at hand—what things
will look like when change is finished—and encourage their organizations to “participate in
learning and innovating for change” in response to the organization’s ever-changing environment
(Dumas & Beinecke, 2018, p. 867). Key characteristics of change leaders include the ability to
create an inspiring vision and advocate for that vision throughout the organization while
considering how the proposed changes that come along with that new vision impact individuals
within the organization (Dumas & Beinecke, 2018; Herold et al., 2008; Kotter, 1999). Dumas
and Beinecke (2018), Herold et al. (2008), and Kotter (1999) agreed that good change leaders
tend to communicate the plan for changes well and create shared understanding by encouraging
and empowering people within an organization.
In describing change leaders in the context of creating change in college institutions,
Cloud (2010) described six personal qualities in addition to professional experience and
administrative skills, which included listening, encourage cooperation and inclusion, are
motivated to serve, can articulate a vision, are authentic, and “have a high degree of emotional
intelligence” (p. 76). Higgs and Rowland (2011) studied change leadership behaviours and
defined four critical behaviour sets: “Create the case for change, create structural change,
engaging others, and implementing and sustaining changes” (p. 311). These were further
described in three broad sets: “shaping behavior, framing change, creating capacity” (Higgs &
Roland, 2011, p. 312). Conflict resolution and professionalism such as accountability are
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examples of competencies given by Cloud (2010) and Higgs and Roland (2011) in successfully
implementing strategic change as a change leader.
Transformational Leadership
As noted by Anderson and Sun (2017), transformational leadership was introduced by
James Burns and later further refined by Bernard Bass and is based on the impact that it can have
on followers. Its positive correlation to satisfaction with the leader, organizational commitment
and effort, as well as team and organizational performance contributes to its prevalence in the
leadership literature (Anderson & Sun, 2017; Wang et al., 2011). It is considered a longer-term
relationship between leaders and followers and fits within leadership relationship theories
(Herold et al., 2008). Transformational leaders lead change across situations, rather than specific
changes; therefore, leaders engaged in transformational behaviours paint a positive longer-term
picture that is more future oriented (Herold et al., 2008). Anderson and Sun (2017) described
four attributes of transformational leaders: namely, charisma, inspirational motivation,
intellectual stimulation, and individualized consideration by which trust, respect, and admiration
from their followers can be earned. A transformative leader inspires people and focuses on
empowering individuals to contribute to a shared vision (Băeșu & Bejinaru, 2015).
Transformational leadership is strongly correlated to increased job performance, job
satisfaction, and commitment to change, satisfaction with the leader, motivation, and
organizational performance (Anderson & Sun, 2017; Herold et al., 2008; Shahhosseini et al.,
2013). Kramer et al. (2019) examined how leaders achieve goals while leading
interorganizational collaborations in the context of public health and found that behaviours
associated with transformational leadership provided motivation and vision for change.
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Facilitative Leadership
Facilitative leadership is a co-creative, people-centric leadership model predicated on the
belief that true leadership stems from each person who is involved in creating change within an
organization (Stamevski et al., 2018). Rather than controlling, a facilitative leader “involves
followers as much as possible in creating a group’s vision and purpose, carrying out the group’s
vision and purpose, and building a productive and cohesive team” (Rees, as cited in Moore,
2004, p. 231). This leadership style encourages deep collaboration in which participants may
understand each other better so that common goals can be “established, agreed upon committed
to and reached” (Moore, 2004, p. 236). Listening openly and compassionately to whoever is
involved is a critical aspect of facilitative leadership, as everyone shares ownership in creating
ideas and solutions and thus the path forward for the organization or group (Moore, 2004;
Stamevski et al., 2018). It can create a more understanding and appreciative environment
amongst those who are involved and may reduce resistance to change, as it is based on free and
informed choices around valid information in decision making within the members of the group,
team, or organization (Moore, 2004). A facilitative leader brings together the different strengths
and abilities of those involved and advances the organization’s efforts through the engagement of
all stakeholders through a neutral and consensual approach (Stamevski et al., 2018; Sullivan et
al., 2012).
Leadership and the style of leadership play an important role in creating and managing
interorganizational collaborations. As was demonstrated in the literature on leadership, how a
leader behaves and interacts is paramount in their effectiveness in leading others. High emotional
intelligence has been correlated with a leader’s ability to create productive and successful
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relationships; thus, increasing a leader’s emotional intelligence may add to the overall success of
facilitating interorganizational collaborations.
Emotional Intelligence in Leadership and Collaboration
Emotional intelligence has been linked to contributing to the prospects of improving
collaborative efforts. This review will describe emotional intelligence, the characteristics of
several of the main emotional intelligence models, and the role emotional intelligence may play
in leadership and collaborative efforts. Emotional intelligence as it relates to different leadership
styles is also discussed.
Description of Emotional Intelligence
Before the introduction of emotional intelligence, the intelligent quotient (IQ) was the
main component behind a person’s cognitive ability; however, emotions have since been found
to contribute to rational thinking and decision making (Doe et al., 2015; Mayer et al., 2004).
Here, emotions are defined as “a state of feeling” (Merriam-Webster, n.d.-b, para. 1b).
Introduced by John Mayer and Peter Salovey in 1990 (as cited in Mayer et al., 2004), emotional
intelligence, or EI, is:
[the] capacity to reason about emotions, and of emotions to enhance thinking. It includes
the abilities to accurately perceive emotions, to access and generate emotions so as to
assist thought, to understand emotions and emotional knowledge, and to reflectively
regulate emotions so as to promote emotional and intellectual growth. (p. 197)
In other words, thinking and feeling are working together, and EI measurements focus on to what
extent a person’s thinking is influenced by emotions and the extent to which emotions are
cognitively managed (Kerr et al., 2006). Emotional information can include the “meaning of
emotions, emotional patterns and sequences, and the appraisals of relationships that they effect”
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(Mayer et al., 2004, p. 209). Doe et al. (2015) referred to EI as “the capacity for recognizing our
own feelings and those of others, as well as the ability to effectively manage our feelings as we
interact with others” with “self-awareness, self-management, social awareness, and relational
management” forming its base (p. 105). Based on Daniel Goleman’s (1995) work on EI, Sosik
and Megerian (1999) defined EI as “a set of dispositional attributes (i.e., self-awareness,
emotional management, self-motivation, empathy, and relationship management) for monitoring
ones’ own and others’ feelings, beliefs, and internal states in order to provide useful information
to guide one’s and another’s thinking and action” (p. 367). Becoming aware of how one is
feeling and thinking and the emotions that drive behaviour may contribute to understanding how
to better facilitate interorganizational collaboration; however, there was a paucity of literature in
this area.
Emotional Intelligence Models
In a review of the first 15 years of IE history, Fernández-Berrocal and Extremera (2006)
separated the various models into either pseudo-scientific approaches and scientific models
wherein the scientific approaches proposed a theoretical explanation of their components and
included literature reviews, studies, and measurement instruments specifically designed for EI.
The scientific models endeavor to understand the mechanisms and processes of people with high
EI (Fernández-Berrocal & Extremera, 2006). These scientific models are broken into two main
camps: (a) ability models (or mental) models, and (b) mixed (or expansive) models (Doe et al.,
2015; Kerr et al., 2006). Ability models focus on cognitive skills referring to EI that contributes
to the ability to process emotional information (Fernández-Berrocal & Extremera, 2006; Kerr et
al., 2006; Rosete & Ciarrochi, 2005). Mixed or expansive methods incorporate a wide range of
abilities, behaviours, personality traits, motivations, and skills that are associated with both
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competency and non-cognitive models of EI (Doe et al., 2015; Kerr et al., 2006; Rosete &
Ciarrochi, 2005).
Rosete and Ciarrochi (2005) explained that ability models are like cognitive intelligence
(IQ) models, in that EI is assumed to develop over time, and performance can be measured with
a test, whereas mixed models can overlap with personality trait models. Ability and mixed
models assess EI differently, as ability models use a measurement or test, and mixed methods
use a self-reporting method to measure EI (Kerr et al., 2006; Rosete & Ciarrochi, 2005). Mayer
et al. (2004) argued that EI tests have more-or-less correct answers, and “EI show patterns of
known correlations like other intelligences” (p. 209). Self-reporting methods may introduce bias
and can correlate with measurements that are more related to personality than EI, thereby making
the interpretation of EI measures less accurate (Rosete & Ciarrochi, 2005). In contrast to selfreport measures, EI ability measures correlate only slightly with personality (Mayer et al., 2004;
Rosete & Ciarrochi, 2005).
The ability model developed by Mayer and Salovey (1990, as cited in Mayer et al., 2004)
divides the abilities and skills of EI into four branches, described as the ability to (a) perceive
emotion on the self and others, as well as other stimuli like stories; (b) use or assimilation of
emotions to facilitate cognitive processes or communicate feelings; (c) understand emotions; and
(d) manage or regulate emotion to promote understanding and contribute to personal growth
(Doe et al., 2015; Fernández-Berrocal & Extremera, 2006; Mayer et al.,2004). These branches
are hierarchically organized in that “within each branch there is a progression of skills from basic
to more sophisticated” (Mayer et al., 2004, p. 199).
Daniel Goleman’s EI mixed model is comprised of five essential elements reflecting the
ways that an individual deals with themselves (i.e., personal competencies) and how they
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manage their relations (i.e., social competencies) (Iuscu et al., 2012). Personal competencies of
EI include self-awareness of knowing one’s emotions, self-regulation, or control in managing
those emotions, and motivating oneself, which includes initiative and optimism (Doe et al., 2015;
Fernández-Berrocal & Extremera, 2006; Iuscu et al., 2012). Social competencies include
empathy, which is an awareness of another’s feelings, needs, or concerns, and relationship
management, which can involve conflict management and inspiring others (Doe et al., 2015;
Fernández-Berrocal & Extremera, 2006).
Role of Emotional Intelligence in Effective Leadership and Development
The importance of emotions and feelings as an influence on work outcomes and
leadership has been acknowledged within leadership and management communities (FernándezBerrocal & Extremera, 2006; Iuscu et al., 2012; Kerr et al., 2006; Sosik & Megerian, 1999). In
an interview with C. Otto Scharmer (2013), Bill O’Brien suggested that in leading change, “the
success of an intervention depends on the interior condition of the intervenor” (para. 4).
Scharmer then posited that knowing this interior condition or place from which leaders operate
requires “learning to access the intelligence of the heart and the hand” (Section 6, para. 3) EI is
recognized as a key attribute for effective leadership and together with IQ, can contribute to the
success or failure of leadership (Doe et al., 2015; Fernández-Berrocal & Extremera, 2006; Kerr
et al., 2006). In a study of managers exploring the relationship between managerial EI and their
leadership ratings, Kerr et al. (2006) found that both perceiving emotions and using emotions had
the greatest impact on a manager’s rating. Kerr et al. went further by stating that “leadership is
intrinsically an emotional process, whereby leaders recognize followers’ emotional states,
attempt to evoke emotions in followers, and then seek to manage followers’ emotional states
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accordingly,” therefore the “ability of leaders to influence emotional climate can strongly
influence performance” (p. 268).
Rosete and Ciarrochi (2005) investigated the relationship between EI, personality,
cognitive intelligence, and leadership effectiveness of 38 senior executives and found higher EI
was associated with higher leadership effectiveness (p. 388). Cox (2011) and Iuscu et al. (2012)
argued that leadership is an inner state and that a leader needs to know how they are feeling at
any given time to effectively manage their own emotions, as well as understand the
consequences of their decisions on those they are leading. EI can help to make the most out of
valuable interactions, as improved self and social awareness contribute to working and building
teams, which is a key attribute found in successful leaders (Cox, 2011). In their review of the
literature, Sadri (2012) concluded that the “research evidence shows that higher levels of EI will
lead to greater levels of effectiveness in a leadership role” (p. 539)
Leaders can improve their EI as competencies can be learned; thus, they can improve
their ability to handle the complex and difficult work of leadership (Dearborn, 2002; Iuscu et al.,
2012; Mayer et al., 2004). One goal of leadership development programs that focuses on
emotional intelligence is to “design programs to train leaders to recognize, regulate or manage
their emotions and actions when faced with decision making” (Doe et al., 2015, p. 111).
Leadership training specific to developing EI may incorporate feedback to assist in identifying
strengths and weaknesses as well as build positive feedback loops to strengthen behavioural
changes (Dearborn, 2002; Sadri, 2012). Allen and Hartman (2008) reviewed sources of learning
for leaders and found that those most pertinent to developing self-awareness include individual
reflection, which can be captured by activities such as reflective journaling. Activities to enhance
self-management may include individual personal development programs that may be facilitated
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with the help of an executive coach (Sadri, 2012). Given the influence that EI has been shown to
have on leadership efficacy, leadership development programs that guide behavioural changes to
improve a leader’s EI capacities may be helpful (Dearborn, 2002; Sadri, 2012).
Emotional Intelligence in Collaboration
Collaboration involves processes of personal and social interactions to achieve a common
goal and a leader’s ability to influence the emotional climate of collaboration can positively
affect collaborative efforts (Cox, 2011). Cox (2011) also suggested that individual, team, and
organizational EI competencies contribute to building trust and further posited that trust is one of
the main precursors to successful collaboration. Being aware of one’s emotions within a
collaborative team can influence how to better initiate and manage change and contribute to
effective conflict management, as well as contribute to “good communication, co-ordination of
shared and mutual goals, aligned efforts and cohesion amongst collaborators” (p. 439).
Emotional behaviours can drive collaborative actions, such as leading by example, listening,
openness, and sharing leadership duties, which may encourage the empowerment of individuals
and increase collaborative effectiveness (Băeșu & Bejinaru, 2015; Cox, 2011).
Emotional Intelligence and Leadership Styles
There appear to be interdependencies and connections between EI and different
leadership styles, and EI seems to be most related to transformational leadership (Băeșu &
Bejinaru, 2015; Cox, 2011; Rosete & Ciarrochi, 2005; Shahhosseini et al., 2013; Sosik &
Megerian, 1999). Transformational leadership can be described as a non-hierarchical style by
which the leader can create and communicate a vision in which a network of individuals are
inspired to work collaboratively (Cox, 2011; Rosete & Ciarrochi, 2005). Transformative leaders
are inspiring and motivating, and they focus on the improvement of other’s performance, which
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are significantly correlated to EI abilities such as perceiving, understanding, and managing
emotions (Băeșu & Bejinaru, 2015; Cox, 2011; Rosete & Ciarrochi, 2005; Sosik & Megerian,
1999). Shahhosseini et al.’s (2013) research showed that transformational leadership has a
positive influence on a range of variables such as productivity and job satisfaction. In summary,
the available research supported the hypothesis that EI is linked to a transformational leadership
style and effectiveness; however, there was a paucity of literature on how EI plays a role in
facilitating IOC by an outside third party.
In examining IOC in terms of key determinants, leadership styles, and how emotional
intelligence may play a role in a leader’s ability to successfully create collaborative
environments that may lead to success, the quality of relationships appeared to be the key
underlying theme. Building and managing collaborations is somewhat dependent on those
involved to have trust in the relationship. Trust will be explored in the following review.
Trust in Interorganizational Collaborations
Trust in the context of interorganizational collaborations is reviewed as it is an important
element of building relationships when collaborating. Trust-building practices are briefly
discussed below.
The purpose of an IOC is to accomplish goals that may not have been possible by an
organization working alone, thus providing a collaborative advantage (Huxham, 2003).
However, IOCs are complex and dynamic and can give rise to a host of issues that may hinder its
success, and in some cases, the output is negligible compared to the efforts put into it (Huxham,
2003; Vangen & Huxham, 2003; Ylitalo et al., 2004). IOCs require the cooperation of
counterparts over which they have no authority or hierarchical control.
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The ability of those working within IOCs to develop trust was commonly reported in the
literature, and some scholars suggested it is a critical component and central element to a
successful outcome (Huxham, 2003; Jarratt & Ceric, 2015; Vangen & Huxham, 2003; M.
Williams, 2007). The notion of trust in IOCs can be described as “the ability to form
expectations about the aims and partners’ future behavior in relation to those aims” (Vangen &
Huxham, 2003, p. 10). The creation of trust can be based on the anticipation that something is
going to happen in the future or on satisfactory past experiences between the collaborating
organizations. According to Huxham (2003), the common starting point between collaborative
parties is more one of suspicion as opposed to trust, thus a focus on trust-building at the
beginning of IOCs is important, as early incidents of expectations being met will create a
positive, re-enforcing loop of trust. Pitsis et.al (2004) and Ylitalo et al. (2004) agreed that the
early stage of an IOC is sensitive and sets the stage for mutual discovery, sensemaking, and trustbuilding. Relationships that build trust enable cooperation and increase risk-sharing, allowing
collaborators to focus on tasks at hand because it reduces the need to monitor other
collaborators’ behaviours (M. Williams, 2007; Ylitalo et al., 2004). Trust building requires an
investment of time, and other factors including leadership and power imbalances can impact the
process and must be taken into consideration (Vangen & Huxham, 2003).
To build trust amongst the participants of a collaboration, Vangen and Huxham (2003)
proposed a practice-oriented perspective to nurture the relationships of a collaboration. Their
cyclical approach implies that parties that have not worked together before must “be willing to
take a risk and be vulnerable to the actions of others” and the parties must “form expectations
about the outcomes” (p. 12). As one small expectation is met, it reinforces trusting attitudes
amongst the parties and adds to a level of confidence to take a risk once again, which can be
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repeated in a cyclical fashion (Vangen & Huxham, 2003). To mitigate the threat of harm that
may be experienced in association with an IOC, boundary spanners focus on interpersonal
actions that may build trust (M. Williams, 2007, p. 596). By taking the perspective of others,
working to influence the emotional responses of others, and reflecting on those responses, M.
Williams (2007) contended that these actions increase the perception of trustworthiness in the
collaborative relationship. With increased trustworthiness comes increased trust (Williams,
2007). Building trust as an outside third-party collaborator was not made clear in the literature,
therefore further research is warranted.
Chapter Summary
This review provided a glimpse of some of the contributing factors involved with
facilitating interorganizational collaboration. The methodology used for this inquiry is examined
in Chapter 3.
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Chapter Three: Methodology
In this chapter, how I conducted the inquiry will be discussed. A description of the
methodology, data collection methods, project participants, study conduct, data analysis and
validity, proposed outputs, and contributions is found in this chapter. Ethical implications,
proposed outputs, and the anticipated contribution and application of this research are also
discussed.
Methodology
Action-oriented research is an umbrella term to describe a continuum of research
methodologies of which there is varying definitions and philosophies (Whitehead et al., 2003).
Herr and Anderson (2014) described action research as an inquiry that is “done by or with
insiders to an organization or community, but never to or on them” (p. 20). Bradbury and Reason
(2001) defined action research as “a participatory, democratic practical knowing in the pursuit of
worthwhile human purposes, grounded in a participatory worldview” (p. 1). Reason and Torbert
(2001) further posited that it forges “a more direct link between intellectual knowledge and
moment-to-moment personal and social action” (p. 6). It involves cycles of action and reflection,
described as a “self-reflective spiral of cycles, which entails steps of observe-reflect-plan-actevaluate provides a practical approach to practical action research” (Leitch & Day, 2000, p. 184).
Reason and Torbert (2001) described action research as a three-person framework
comprised of first-, second-, and third-person action research. First-person action research (firstperson AR) can be described as “an approach to research undertaken by researchers as an inquiry
into their own action on themselves and their situation” (p. 2). Coghlan and Brydon-Miller
(2014) suggested it can include a researcher’s personal choices, values, assumptions, behaviours,
intentions, and strategies as their everyday life unfolds. Torbert and Taylor (2008) suggested that
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first-person action inquiry is both action and inquiry at the same time, and they described “four
territories of experience, . . . [which include] the outside world, one’s own sensed behavior and
feeling, the realm of thought and the realm of vision, attention and intention” (p. 241). It requires
an inquiring approach to one’s own life and can generate knowledge about how one processes
information and makes judgements or decisions leading to acting (Coghlan, 2013). It is meant to
help a person act with awareness, noting what happens in the outside world while acting (Reason
& Torbert, 2001). The goal of bringing awareness to one’s own actions, behaviours, thoughts,
and feelings is to develop more mindful ways of being in the world and, thereby, becoming more
effective in the pursuit of bettering ourselves and the environment in which we are affecting
(Heen, 2005; Torbert & Taylor, 2008).
To improve upon professional practices, learning plays a key role (Thorpe, 2004).
Through iterative reflection on our actions, experiential learning can be used to create strategic
action that facilitates personal changes in behaviour, which can enrich our personal and
professional lives (Cunliffe, 2003; Leitch & Day, 2000; McMahon, 2006). To accomplish
studying ourselves as the first-person, attention is paid to how we are interacting or behaving
throughout the unfolding inquiry process, referred to as “living in the inquiry” (Marshall &
Mead, 2005, p. 241). For example, while conversing with others, we might observe how others
are listening or responding to us, as opposed to thinking about our thoughts in that moment
(Trullen & Torbert, 2018). Leitch and Day (2000) referred to Schön’s earlier work in describing
“reflection-in-action” and “reflection-on-action” as two forms of reflective thinking, where
“reflection-in-action acknowledges the tacit processes of thinking which accompany doing, and
which constantly interact with and modify ongoing practice in such a way that learning takes
place” (Schön, 1983, as cited in Leitch & Day, 2000, p. 180). “Reflection-on-action . . . [is]
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consideration and retrospective analysis of performance . . . [by the first-person researcher] to
gain knowledge from the experience” (Leitch & Day, 2000, p. 180). Reason and Torbert (2001)
described first-person inquiry as both “upstream”, moving the inquirer towards learning “where
they are coming from” and “downstream,” which involves a reflexive effort in examining daily
behaviour (p. 7). In this way, we use our experiences provides an awareness of “how we act and
learn to grasp our own interiority” (Coghlan, 2008, p. 352).
I used first-person AR as a means of inquiry that allowed me to reflect-in-action, staying
present to whatever emotions and responses I may have had during the facilitation of
interorganizational collaboration. This inner attention allowed me to recognize my feelings and
perhaps my unacknowledged biases, values, strengths, and weaknesses (Coghlan, 2013). By
reflecting on my experience of “living in the inquiry” (p. 241), it has enhanced my effectiveness
in leading IOC by incorporating what I learned into my personal and professional life (Marshall
& Mead, 2005). First-person AR allowed me to learn about and from my experience in a direct
way, thereby it was the best-suited methodology for this inquiry.
Data Collection Methods
Reason and Torbert (2001) described first-person data collection methods as practices
that can build the capacity to inquire into one’s own life. These qualitative methods are meant to
draw attention to one’s actions and are based on self-observation. “Upstream” first-person
methods, which is meant to “understand where a person is coming from” involves disciplines or
practices that develop mindfulness, such as autobiographical writing, keeping a journal,
psychotherapy, prayer, painting, meditation, or use of artwork (Reason & Torbert, 2001, p. 17).
Reason and Torbert (2001) further described “downstream” (p. 17) first-person AR methods as a
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reflexive effort in examining daily behaviour, drawing on awareness or mindfulness as a
practice.
Reflective journal writing can be used as a technique or strategy to effectively engage
oneself in self-learning by encouraging one to think about past and current actions to capture
events, experiences, and consequences of actions taken, thus journaling is a form of experiential
learning (Boud, 2001; Kolb & Kolb, 2009; Thorpe, 2004). By looking back on events, activities,
or behaviours, “one can explore their experiences in order to lead to new understandings and
appreciations,” thus making sense of the past (Boud, 2001, p. 10). Reflexivity entails reflection
on the reflections themselves and is a process of continual internal dialogue and self-evaluation
and acknowledgement; this entails explicit recognition that this position may affect the research
process and outcome, which may help in understanding how data were created and findings
reached (Argyris, 1991; Berger, 2015; Meyer & Willis, 2019). Journaling during the inquiry does
not in itself result in reflexive practice; however, it can lead to reflexivity (Meyer & Willis,
2019).
The method used for data collection was daily journaling of my experiences of
facilitating IOC using specific questions about the experience and the data garnered from them.
It included retrospective data of facilitating my first research proposal through to the harmonized
ethics review with the First Nations Health Authority and Island Health to gain and include
knowledge from that experience and period (Leitch & Day, 2000). The data collection method of
journaling and reflexive analysis occurred over two 4-week periods for a total of eight weeks of
journaling. Specific questions that I journaled about were:
1. What are the explicit (actual) and tacit experiences I encountered today in leading
interorganizational collaboration?
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2. How did I react emotionally to those experiences? What was I thinking as the event
unfolded? How did I feel about the events?
3. What insights did I have and what judgements did I make based on those experiences
and reactions?
4. What action or lack of action did I take (or not take) in response to this event?
To understand what my assumptions behind my thinking were during a conversation or
dialogue while facilitating collaboration (Question 2), I used a technique called the “left-hand
/right-hand column” developed by Dr. Chris Argyris (1997). This technique involved thinking
about a conversation I had participated in that may have caused some difficulty and listing what
was said on the right-hand side of a page (i.e., right-hand column). On the other side of the
page (i.e., left-hand column), I listed my internal dialogue (i.e., what I was really thinking).
The goal was to become more conscious of the dichotomy between the spoken words and my
actual thoughts in those moments. This method was used in answering Question 2 in my daily
journal log for the two data collection periods, as it required that I noticed what is going on
around me during a conversation. A template for the daily data collection and for the left-hand
column journaling can be found in Appendix B.
At the end of each week of journaling, I reflected on the data collected and did a data
analysis of that week’s data to explore the emergent coding and themes presented by the data.
Additionally, I explored possible alternative observations, reactions, judgements, and
interventions relating to the experiences at the end of each week (see Appendix C for weekly
data reflection and weekly data analysis). At the end of each data-collection period, I reflected
on all the journal entries, looking to find possible interventions/actions that may have supported
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strengthening my interorganizational facilitative leadership practice going forward (see
Appendix D).
As described in the next section, feedback partners and a subject matter expert were
engaged in two separate online meetings to provide feedback and insight to the qualitative data
once it had been analyzed after each of the four-week data-collection periods. As suggested by
Marshall and Mead (2005), feedback partners can provide “a point of reference and
accountability” (p. 237) as well as make suggestions as to how to improve my practice. This
allowed me to incorporate the feedback from the first round of data collection into the next
period of facilitating IOC and journaling.
Project Participants
The participants for this first-person AR other than me are close business, professional,
and or personal colleagues who provided feedback and suggestions to improve my facilitative
leadership capacities. The inclusion criteria for the feedback partners was that they must know
me well enough to provide critical forthright feedback, and they are familiar with facilitating
interorganizational collaboration. Exclusion criterion for feedback participants was that I may
not be in a position with them in which I have power over them. A subject matter expert in
facilitative leadership and IOC also participated to provide suggestions to refine my leadership
practice going forward. The inclusion criterion for the subject matter expert was that they needed
to be a facilitative leader with experience in interorganizational collaboration. I was able to
recruit two feedback partners and one subject matter expert. The subject matter expert also acted
as a feedback partner and provided critical and honest feedback as she qualified because she
knew me well enough to provide critical feedback. Given there was only a small group of people
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I could call upon to act in either capacity, the sampling size for participants was limited to under
five potential participants.
Study Conduct
I identified three participants as per the participant requirements outlined under Project
Participants. An email invitation letter (Appendix E) and study information letter (Appendix F)
were sent to the feedback partners. An email invitation letter (see Appendix G) and information
letter (see Appendix H) were sent to the subject matter expert. Once each participant accepted
the invitation to participate, I emailed a consent form to both feedback partners and the subject
matter expert (see Appendices I and J). These were signed and returned, and these records have
been kept in a locked filing cabinet in my home.
I began my current first-person journaling once I received ethics approval and recorded
my daily experiences in my research journal. After five days of journaling, I did a data analysis
of my journaling. I reflected on the journal entries as I explored positive alternative observations,
reactions, judgements, and interventions relating to the experiences of the week. I continued to
journal my daily experiences, data analysis, and reflections on a weekly basis for four
consecutive weeks. This initial four-week data gathering period is referred to as “Round 1” and
ended on July 28, 2021. Please see Appendix K for excerpts from my weekly data analysis and
reflections and closing reflections for Round 1.
I organized the first of two, 75-minute online audio-recorded Zoom meeting with my
feedback partners in the week following the end of Round 1 data collection (week of August 2,
2021). This meeting was transcribed by me, and the transcript was sent to each participant to
verify its accuracy. The changes suggested by the feedback partners were implemented in the
following weeks of facilitative leadership activity by me. Please see Appendix L for the feedback
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partner meeting agenda and the form to record the changes suggested by feedback partners and
the subject matter expert, which was used for both Round 1 and Round 2 data-collection periods.
The audio recording are kept in encrypted file on my computer in my home office. The
transcribed hard copy of the audio-recorded meeting are kept in a locked filing cabinet in my
home.
The next four weeks (“Round 2”) started in the second week of August and followed the
same protocol of daily journal entries, weekly data analysis, and reflection of the new changes
incorporated in my facilitative leadership practice as recommended by the feedback partners and
subject matter expert from Round 1 feedback.
I arranged the second audio recorded online Zoom meeting with my feedback partners
and subject matter expert to discuss my reflections of post-change experiences the week
following the end of Round 2 data collection. The audio recording is kept in encrypted file on my
computer in my home office. I transcribed the audio-recorded meeting and keep the hard copy of
the transcription in a locked filing cabinet in my home office.
I engaged with the subject matter expert on the findings of the research to discuss further
suggestions and recommendations to improve and enhance my facilitative leadership capacities
going forward. This meeting was audio recorded and transcribed by me and was incorporated as
feedback in part of my research data.
Data Analysis and Validity
The qualitative data that first-person methodologies generate is based on the experience
of the researcher, thus the subjective nature of the data and analysis of that data may not be
accepted as trustworthy or authentic (Lennie, 2006; Shenton, 2004). Trustworthiness refers to the
validity of a study that can be determined by levels of dependability, reliability, confirmability,
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and transferability of the study (Elo et.al, 2014). Authenticity refers to concerns about research
that is “worthwhile and thinking about its impact on members of the culture or community being
researched” and includes the ontological, educative, tactical, and catalytic aspects of the study
(Given, 2008, p. 44). Strategies to increase the level of trustworthiness and authenticity of this
study were incorporated throughout the research project. These included:
•

Member checking of transcripts of Zoom meetings to reflect accuracy

•

Ongoing analysis and critical reflection at the end of each week of journaling

•

Tracking and reporting choices when analyzing data and reasons for making them

The qualitative data generated by this first-person inquiry are considered narrative and
were analyzed by using a thematic content analysis (Renner & Taylor-Powell, 2003). As both
meetings were audio recorded, the recordings were transcribed by me and stored on my
computer. The data were reviewed and categorized into codes (Leech & Onwuegbuzie, 2007;
Saldaña & Omasta, 2016). By looking for patterns, these codes were grouped by similarity into
themes. By chunking the data into codes and themes, the data were interpreted to formulate the
findings (Renner & Taylor-Powell, 2003). An example of one week of data collection journaling
is provided in Table 1.
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Table 1
One Week Sample of Data Collection Journal
Week 4

Observations

Reactions

July 19

Building trust and
rapport with
Squamish Nation.
Being authentic.
Meeting people
where they are at
and noticing
cultural
differences

Authenticity/trust Stay open to what
is happening.

July 20

Triggered by not
Vulnerability
feeling like I know
enough.

Follow instincts

Said no to working
together. Trust
myself.

July 21

Having a hard
time getting
organized

Fear

I am not enough

Get help from
confidantes

July 22

Tried to get a
group of wealthy
men to discuss
Fairy Creek
logging. Getting
people on the
same page.
Different values

Truth/trust

Get people on the
same page

Authenticity, listen,
listen, listen

July 23

Working to find
Conflict
external examiners avoidance
for my thesis
defence

Judgements

Interventions
Follow through with
clear
communication and
express your vision

Bureaucracy

Clear
communication
needed

Don’t avoid- figure
out what you want
and clearly
communicate.

Ethical Implications
My original study involved the participation of multiple organizations and First Nations
community healthcare directors, which required ethics approval by all organizations involved as
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well as Royal Roads University (2020). It was in following the three core principles of research
as outlined in the Tri-Council Policy Statement (Canadian Institutes of Health Research, Natural
Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada, and Social Sciences and Humanities
Research Council [Tri-Council], 2018), which are “respect for persons, concern for welfare and
justice” (p. 6), that this original study was abandoned as current social conditions concerning
First Nations Peoples caused concern for their welfare. I was the research subject of this inquiry,
and I was fully informed and was able to stop the inquiry should it have been necessary.
Respect for persons “recognizes the intrinsic value of human beings and the respect and
consideration that they are due” (Tri-Council, 2018, p. 8). Autonomy allows a research
participant to deliberate on a decision and act on it. By asking for their free and informed
consent, the choice to participate in this research and to continue to be a participate allowed for
their autonomy to be respected. An informed consent letter, which described the reason for the
research and what it entails, identified the risks and benefits to the participants and others, as
well as described the accountability of the researcher to be transparent throughout the research
project, was provided to each participant through a research information letter (see Appendices F
and H). Any questions about the study were answered prior to asking for participant’s consent.
The participants received a copy of their signed consent (blank examples are provided in
Appendices I and J).
The second principle of the Tri-Council (2018) policy concerns the welfare of a person,
which is described as “the quality of that person’s experience of life in all its aspects” (p. 7). The
welfare of a person is concerned with anything that may have impact on any aspect of their life,
including their personal security, privacy, and social circumstances. To preserve participant
confidentiality and anonymity, personal information and names were eliminated from the two
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meeting transcripts and replaced with pseudonyms (Wiles et al., 2008). The participants were
asked to keep this research confidential to protect each of their identities. There were no powerover considerations, and this inquiry was considered low risk to all participants.
The third principle of justice refers to the “obligation to treat people fairly and equitably,”
which required diligence on the part of the researcher to ensure all participants were treated
fairly and equally (Tri-Council, 2018, p. 8). Recruitment of participants ensured they met the
inclusion criteria as described in the methods section of this report. The information gained from
this study may be of benefit to all participants and was shared with them. Possible risks have not
been identified by the researcher.
Proposed Outputs
This first-person AR completed the requirements for a Master of Arts in Leadership. The
proposed output of this inquiry was in the form of a PowerPoint presentation shared with the
feedback participants as well as the subject matter expert (see Appendix M). Additionally, a
structured journaling process has provided a means to record and continue to reflect on my
leadership development and journey. The findings and conclusions are presented in a thesis
format.
Contribution and Application
By exploring my capacity to facilitate IOC during a healthcare crisis such as the current
COVID-19 pandemic, I have learned how my leadership skills and acumen could be improved.
My experience of approaching a First Nations community in a collaborative effort to do research
provides leadership experience, taking into consideration cultural safety while facilitating
interorganizational collaboration. The application of this learning has increased my capacity as a
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leader and has allowed me to be more effective and aware while navigating the complexity of
working with multi-organizations in facilitating change.
Chapter Summary
This first-person AR inquiry demonstrated how I utilized reflexive journaling and
feedback to increase my capacity as a facilitator of interorganizational collaborations. The
findings and conclusions of the study are discussed in Chapter 4.
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Chapter Four: Inquiry Project Findings and Conclusions
This first-person action research inquiry focused on answering the principal research
question: How might I act as a facilitative leader to enable interorganizational collaboration as an
outside third-party? Sub questions included:
1. What is my current approach to facilitative leadership and interorganizational
collaboration?
2. As a facilitative leader, what do I envision as my idealized self?
3. What are my challenges as a leader in the context of facilitating interorganizational
collaboration?
4. What strategies can I use to overcome these challenges as well as develop my
capacity as a facilitative leader?
I conducted two separate rounds of data gathering, which were critical in providing the data for
feedback and feedforward sessions with my feedback partners and subject matter expert. The
data collected from my journaling, weekly summaries, and feedback meetings are presented in
the findings and conclusion of this chapter. The scope and limitations of this research will be
included in the final section of this chapter.
Study Findings
The five findings that emerged in this study are:
1. Self-worth is a contributing factor in my ability to facilitate interorganizational
collaboration.
2. Self-management and self-care play a role in my ability to facilitate
interorganizational collaboration.
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3. Many factors can affect relationships while facilitating interorganizational
collaboration.
4. Effective communication and trust between participants in a collaboration has a
positive impact on interorganizational collaboration.
5. Systemic factors can impede successful collaborative efforts.
The inductive analysis of Round 1 data generated by my daily journal entries, the weekly journal
summary analysis, left-hand column journaling, feedback meetings, and subject matter expert
feedback led to the discovery of an organizing framework in which three main codes emerged
from the data (Ryan & Bernard, 2003). These are described as interactions related specifically to
my personal experience (ME), working with others (WWO), and systemic factors (SF) while
facilitating interorganizational collaboration (IOC) as a third-party. Systemic factors refer to
factors that are outside of my control that may influence collaborative efforts. The categories of
feelings, actions and behaviours, organizational factors, and government factors emerged from
these three main codes. The category of feelings was specific to the ME code, whereas actions
and behaviours were found in both ME and WWO. Organizational factors and government
factors were specific to the systemic factors code. The feedback from both the feedback partners
and SME were thematically aligned, therefore no differences were noted in the thematic coding.
The Oxford Learner’s Dictionaries defines actions, behaviours, and feelings in the
following manner. Actions relate to “the fact or process of doing something, typically to achieve
an aim” (Oxford Learner’s Dictionaries, n.d.-a, para. 1). Behaviours are defined as “the way in
which one acts or conducts oneself, especially toward others” (Oxford Learner’s Dictionaries,
n.d.-b, para. 1), and feelings are “something you feel through the mind or through the senses”
(Oxford Learner’s Dictionaries, n.d.-c, para. 1). Within the context of ME, feelings, actions, and
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behaviours were further sub-categorized as enabling factors or limiting factors in my experience
of facilitating interorganizational collaboration. Enabling factors describe feelings, actions, or
behaviours that could make facilitation a pleasurable or easy experience, whereas limiting factors
were feelings, actions, or behaviours that may interfere with my capacity to facilitate
interorganizational collaboration. These categories and sub-categories led to identifying major
themes of: (a) self-worth, (b) self-management, (c) self-care, (d) communication,
(e) relationships, (f) professional skills, (h) organizational dynamics, and (i) bureaucracy.
Round 1 data analysis provided a structure that allowed for Round 2 data to be coded
with the same coding, often called a priori coding (Ryan & Bernard, 2003). Round 1 and Round
2 sub-coded descriptive words that contributed to codes and categories of ME, Working with
Others, and Systemic Factors are presented in Appendix N. Round 1 and Round 2 sub-codes that
contributed to categories, sub-categories, and themes specific to code ME are presented in
Appendix O. The framework that emerged for Round 1 and provided the a priori coding for
Round 2 data is illustrated in Figure 1.
Role codes (codes indicating what the participant role was) were assigned to each of the
feedback partners and subject matter expert with an additional descriptor of Rd1 for Round 1 and
Rd2 for Round 2 data collection periods. For example, feedback from feedback partner one for
Round 1 data collection is labeled FB1Rd1. Reference to my own journal entries, LH column
entries, or weekly reflective journal entries are denoted by “LE-JE insert date,” “LE-LH insert
date,” and “LE-WR insert date” respectively. The LH column refers to creating a table with
three columns in which a person recalls a conversation, which was based on the technique
developed by Chris Argyris (1997). What was said is recorded in the right hand column, what the
person was thinking at the time is recorded on the left hand column, and what the person would
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analysis of the data are presented in the detailed discussion of the five findings.
Figure 1
Coding Framework for Data Analysis from Round 1 and Used for Round 2 Data Analysis

Please note: the arrows connote the connection between the codes, categories, sub-categories,
themes and theories through the data sets that contributed to their identification in the coding
process. For example, in the code WWO, the “Action” category contributed to the themes
Relationships, Communication, and Professional Skills.
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Finding One: Self-Worth is a Contributing Factor in My Ability to Facilitate
Interorganizational Collaboration
Self-worth is defined as “a feeling of confidence in yourself that you are a good and
useful person” (Oxford Learner’s Dictionary, n.d.-d, para. 1). In the data structure that emerged,
the contributing factors of self-worth were feelings that enabled a sense of positive self-worth as
well as feelings that generated an emotional state or reaction that limited my sense of positive
self-worth. Some examples of feelings that increased my sense of self-worth were authenticity,
vulnerability, joy, confidence, or empowerment. Examples of feelings that led to an emotional
state that limited my sense of self-worth were disappointment, frustration, powerlessness, and
fear.
The most common enabling factors were emotional states in which I felt authentic and
vulnerable, which contributed to my sense of positive self-worth. This journal entry provides an
example of a judgement I made about a communication with a potential collaborator on a
project: “I did not feel like I had imposter syndrome, but rather was authentic and open in the
conversation while trying to see if there was a possible collaboration” (LE-JE July 28). Being
vulnerable or allowing myself to be vulnerable was also a significant contributing factor to my
feeling of positive self-worth. In a conversation with my SME, she explained the importance of
being able to be vulnerable in a difficult work environment and how being supported through
being authentically vulnerable helped her feel accepted, which contributed to her sense of
positive sense of self-worth while working with her colleagues in an interorganizational
collaborative situation:
I knew they weren’t going to like that update, but even more so, my underlying
vulnerability was I had to tell these seven people who are desperate to get a vaccine that I
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am two-dose vaccinated as a live in a federal democracy called Canada after listening to
them basically say they would do anything to be vaccinated and make this all go away.
One of the criteria to go to Thailand is I needed to receive my second dose, I had to
disclose to them that happened because this isn’t a criterion that stops me from travelling.
I cried when I was telling them this because I am privileged, and they don’t have the
choice. They accepted that vulnerability, they got it. . . . On this point, we were all on the
same page and we are all interconnected. And when that happens, there are no words to
describe it. (SME-Rd1)
Feedback received from my feedback partners also included authenticity and vulnerability as
contributing to a positive sense of self, which can have a positive influence on facilitative
leadership capacity: “Being authentic, more engaging, shows who we truly are. . . . It can be a
super-power as a facilitator and demonstrates collaboration through example” (FB1-Rd1).
Limiting factors such as fear, conflict, or negative self-talk influenced how I felt about
myself and reduced my ability in facilitating interorganizational collaboration. In the first round
of data collection, this was a prominent theme that reflected factors that had eroded confidence in
myself to lead. In reflecting upon a collaborative effort in which I was rejected, my reaction was
to be “hard on myself,” and my judgement was “my confidence is waning, and I need to be
motivated to continue” (LE-JE July 2). In discussing this with my feedback partners, I was
encouraged to “arrive at a state of neutrality” and to learn to “move from negativity to positivity”
to address feelings that reduced my capacity to facilitate collaboration (FB3-Rd1). FB2-Rd1
offered that “neutral is a powerful place and is facilitative. Less ego involved.”
In my second round of data collection, I incorporated the feedback from my feedback
partners and subject matter expert, which helped me to increase my overall sense of self-worth,
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as I was able to shift my perspective and reframe my experiences, thus reducing the number of
limiting factors. This is captured in the following series of journal entries: “I was timid at first
and not sure of myself. I am not good enough” (LE-JE August 19). A self-intervention at this
juncture helped me shift from a place of self-doubt to a place of neutrality: “I got curious about
why I might feel this way” (LE-JE August 19) and found that “I am capable and an authority in
this area” (LE-JE August 19). This shift towards neutrality and ultimately positivity helped me to
continue to work in a collaborative effort with these organizations instead of turning away from
the opportunity to facilitate change.
Finding Two: Self-Management and Self-Care Play a Role in My Ability to Facilitate
Interorganizational Collaboration
Taking personal action led to the theme of self-management. Examples of actions
included listening, being curious, learning, and challenging myself. Listening was the most
frequently noticed action and was supported by this comment: “As a facilitator, listen to the
room-the gestalt moment may be happening “(FB2-Rd1). Hirst et al. (2004) suggested that
learning is an action that can contribute to being more effective as a leader, and this was echoed
in feedback from my partners: “Learning is an important action to take in working with others”
(FB1-Rd1). In moments in which I may have felt blocked because of conflict, feedforward
advice was to get curious: “What is trying to surface currently? Get curious. Don’t try to avoid”
(FB1-Rd1). When I felt reactive in situations, I noticed my need to manage my behaviour: “Look
at the ways you are reacting” (FB1-Rd1). Being reflective became much more prevalent in the
Round 2 data collection period, and I found its impact noticeable: “In my reflection on how I was
communicating, I notice that I could have acted differently. I could have been more curious
about their experiences and listened more deeply” (LE-JE August 23). By becoming more aware
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of how I manage myself while facilitating collaborations and incorporating the feedback and
feedforward comments, I found I was better equipped to create and facilitate interorganizational
collaboration.
The theme of self-care emerged and is associated with behaviours directed towards
myself by me when interacting and facilitating collaborative efforts with others. Noticing how I
behaved towards myself was captured in the theme of self-care. Examples include not taking
things personally and setting boundaries. During the first feedback session, when asked about
what behaviours I might introduce or change, one partner suggested, “Don’t take it personally; it
will make it about you and put you into judgement. Make no assumptions” (FB1-Rd1).
Setting boundaries was prevalent in both Round 1 and Round 2. In an attempt to be
truthful with a group I was working with, I found: “In communicating truthfully and attempting
to be transparent to establish a trusting relationship, I had to set a boundary to stop one person
from being manipulative within the group exchange” (LE-JE July 8). I noted that “a boundary
needs to be set” (LE-LH August 27) when I ended a working relationship with a group that
wanted to use my services without compensation. In this way, my behaviour supported my selfcare.
Finding Three: Many Factors Can Affect Relationships While Facilitating
Interorganizational Collaboration
The relationships between people and organizations in a collaborative setting can affect
the success or failure of a collaborative effort (Patel et al., 2011). The data revealed that in
working with others, my behaviours and actions with others contributed to building relationships.
Co-ordinating, directing, or meeting challenges with others are examples of actions I took to
build trust and strengthen relationships between myself and the organizations, as well as between
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the organizations themselves. For example, in bringing a group of people who had not worked
with each other before in a collaborative setting, I took particular care in taking each person’s
view into account as we set goals together, in which the group expressed “an appreciation for the
efforts in working to get to know each other first” (LE-JE August 25). Other factors such as trust
and teamwork contributed to my ability to create relationships between several small
organizations. I noticed the “importance of establishing trust within working relationships” in
order to have these “relationships build over time” (LE-JE July 12). Behaviours such as bias,
tokenism, or lack of decisiveness interfered with building strong relationships and, in one
instance, caused the termination of the relationship: “When I realized this organization’s hiring
practices were based on status, I realized I did not have a chance in fighting it and instead, I left
the collaboration after asking questions about how their process worked” (LE-JE August 16).
When asked about leading interorganizational collaborations, my subject matter expert made it
clear that having the skills to build relationships is important:
Maybe this comes with age, but one thing I am acutely aware of is how important
relationships are in my work. . . . It’s the way in which I try to be two-way, I like it to be
collaborative, I like to listen. It’s sort of the way I like to do it, and however I do it, it
seems to work. In a short time, there is a relationship established. (SME-Rd1)
Given relationships are at the crux of successful collaborations, I found paying attention to these
factors played an important role in my ability to develop interorganizational relationships.
Finding Four: Effective Communication and Building Trust Between Participants in a
Collaboration Has a Positive Impact on Interorganizational Collaboration
Direct communications through online or telephone conversations were the most frequent
noted action when working with others for both Round 1 and Round 2 data, and effective
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communication led to positive interorganizational collaborations. Communication is the act of
imparting information and is a critical ongoing interactive process in which sensemaking
between collaborative parties can be accomplished. I was able to effectively communicate with
several organizations throughout my data collection period, which resulted in ongoing
collaborations, per this example:
My communication efforts helped to build rapport with the office manager, I was able to
authentically engage with the Squamish Nation and describe my vision for a collaborative
effort in building a small cultural center. Their reaction was positive, and I was invited
back for another meeting to discuss my vision further. (LE-JE July 19)
Building trust and rapport was one of the outcomes of clear communication when I facilitated the
meetings with the group, per this example:
The importance of establishing trust in relationships over time showed itself when I made
power-over issues known amongst the group members. I was happy to know that trust in
our relationship was there and the group openly discussed the mistakes of the past. (LEJE July 12)
Feedback partners echoed the importance of good communication in working with
organizations and reflected that I could work to improve my skills in this area: “When you are
sharing your knowledge, are you reaching everyone in the room? You can overwhelm peoplehow can you bring it to a laypersons level so they can really absorb what you are saying?” (FB1Rd2). Effective communication between people working together as a team also contributes to
building trust. Checking in on the group by “using the weather report approach of what is going
on” (FB2-Rd1) and building rapport through humour can contribute to building trust and rapport.
“Laughter and humour creates connection” (FB1-Rd1). In working with a new team, I noted that
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“the more positive words I used in my feedback to this new team, and the more effort I made in
communicating with them to determine our shared goals, the easier it was to build a
collaboration” (LE-JE July 29).
Finding Five: Systemic Factors Can Impede Successful Collaborative Efforts
Many experiences in my attempt to facilitate IOCs were thwarted by systemic factors
imposed either by the organization or by government. The government health restrictions that
have been used to reduce the spread of COVID-19 have made it difficult to meet and conduct
meetings with organizations in person, for example. Inhibitive organizational policies such as not
allowing research or collaboration with First Nations communities “prohibited my ability to
collaborate” (LE-LH June 29), which resulted in a significant change of direction in my thesis
research. Organizational hierarchies, rules, and cultural considerations were also systemic factors
outside of my control and played a role in my capacity to facilitate collaboration.
However, bureaucracy was the most frequent factor that impeded my ability to facilitate
interorganizational collaboration. Bureaucracy as defined by the Oxford Online Dictionary is an
“excessively complicated administrative procedure” (Oxford UK Dictionary, n.d., para. 2). In
addressing this with my feedback partners, they agreed that bureaucracy was a barrier to their
own collaborative efforts in facilitating change within their organization as well with other
organizations: “Bureaucracy as well as conflict is inevitable when working within health care,
especially if you are trying to initiate change that has impact outside the organization” (FB1Rd1). Further feedback as to how to handle bureaucracy was to incorporate the principles of the
Five Agreements by Ruiz and Ruiz (2010): “Be impeccable with your word, do your best, don’t
take things personally, listen carefully and don’t accept everything as truth” (FB1-Rd1). As an
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outside third-party facilitator or researcher, systemic factors must be taken into consideration
when attempting to facilitate an interorganizational collaboration.
Study Conclusions
The goal of this first-person research inquiry was to understand how I might act in
facilitating IOC as an outside researcher or facilitator, what my current approaches are in
facilitation of interorganizational collaboration, and what might I develop or improve to allow
for a more successful approach and outcomes as a leader and facilitator. Based on the research
findings and the literature reviewed for this research, three conclusions were found:
1. Emotional intelligence plays a key role in increasing my capacity and effectiveness in
facilitating IOCs as an outside third-party researcher and leader.
2. Acting as a facilitator of IOCs as an outside third-party requires building relationships
between organizations in which factors such as trust, communication, and leadership
play key roles.
3. Influences such as bureaucracy and conflict are a challenge to my ability to facilitate
interorganizational collaboration.
Conclusion 1: Emotional Intelligence Plays a Key Role in Increasing My Capacity and
Effectiveness in Facilitating Interorganizational Collaboration as An Outside Third-Party
Researcher and Leader
Interorganizational collaboration (IOC) requires the willingness of individuals to work
together to accomplish agreed-upon goals and involves processes of personal and social
interactions. As discussed in Chapter 2, emotional intelligence (EI) is the capacity to recognize
our own feelings and those of others, as well as the ability to effectively manage our feelings as
we interact with others (Cox, 2011; Doe, 2015; Iuscu et al., 2012). In the effort to facilitate or
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lead IOCs, how I presented, behaved, and acted towards myself influenced those I was working
with and ultimately affected the outcome of the IOC. Scharmer (2013) suggested successful
leadership “depends on the quality of attention and intention that the leader brings to any
situation” (para. 4). By paying attention to how I was feeling and thinking in moments of
collaboration, I was able to manage any negative emotions associated with perceptions that I
held of myself, perceptions of myself as I related to others, and perceptions of myself as I related
to the management of others. This awareness and capacity to change my emotional perceptions
contributed to improving my sense of self-worth, which had a positive impact on the emotional
environment in which I was working.
This inquiry further demonstrated the efficacy of EI in increasing my effectiveness in
working with others to facilitate collaboration and ultimately lead towards change. Paying
attention to how those I was collaborating with were feeling and thinking allowed me to change
my behaviour or actions accordingly. For example, I might have focused on listening more or
become more curious about why they were feeling or thinking in those ways. I may have asked
for more meetings to clarify issues or manage conflict. I felt I was better equipped to make the
most out of valuable interactions as my social and situational awareness improved with increased
sensitivity to others. This improved capacity to connect with those I was working with supported
building trust with my co-collaborators—one of the “precursors for successful collaboration”
(Cox, 2011, p. 438). Further, managing my “interior condition [as the] intervenor” may have
contributed to the success of the relationships and ultimately the collaboration (Scharmer, 2013,
para. 4).
The importance of increasing my EI capacities offers a partial solution to my main
inquiry question of: “How might I act as a facilitative leader to enable interorganizational
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collaboration as an outside third-party researcher?” The importance of emotions and feelings
became evident as I became more aware of my feelings and of those I was working with. It
allowed me to explore my “inner place” or “blind spot” from which I was making choices and
taking actions from (Scharmer, 2013, para. 3). Ultimately, increasing my EI capacities
throughout the study period increased my sense of self-worth, my self-management, and my selfcare and contributed to positive behaviours and actions that lent to successful collaborations. As
a strategy, it provided a means for me to learn how to become a better communicator, inspired
me to lead more by example, listen, ask more questions, have more empathy, and become more
aware of my privilege when working with others. It is too early to tell if it has directly increased
my effectiveness as a facilitator and leader in interorganizational collaborations; however, my
improved sense of self has increased my confidence in my ability to lead and facilitate IOCs.
Conclusion Two: Acting as a Facilitator of Interorganizational Collaboration as an Outside
Third-Party Researcher Requires Building Relationships Between Organizations in Which
Factors Such as Trust, Communication, and Leadership Play Key Roles
The process of facilitating IOCs in which there is an exchange of information as well as
sharing of resources, risks, rewards, and responsibilities requires building relationships between
all involved. My capacity to build relationships with both new and familiar organizations was
impacted by factors such as communication, building trust and rapport, understanding the
organizational structures and boundaries, as well my capacity to bring people together to work
within in a team setting. Of these many facets of IOC, building trust was the central focus of my
efforts, and feedback throughout the inquiry provided guidance as to how I might change my
communication style to enhance my capacity to build trust.
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In the context of working within new IOCs, building trust was of importance as
participants had no prior experience in working together; therefore, there was little trust
established. Facilitating the beginning of IOCs required communication that was open and
inquisitive in activities such as setting and agreeing on mutual goals for the collaboration. This
approach agrees with what is found in the literature, as overcoming suspicion of opportunistic
behaviours or of unfulfilled expectations can build a re-enforcing loop of trust (Huxham, 2003;
Pitsis et al., 2004; M. Williams, 2007).
In the context of working with established IOCs, the process of mutual discovery
contributed to my ability to build trust with the participating organizations and those who were
representing those organizations. Open and frequent communication added to confidence that I
was professionally competent, which contributed to building trust with those organizations.
Given I have no authority or hierarchical control in situations where I am working as an outside
third party, there were times it was difficult to gain the cooperation of some participants. In these
situations, acting intuitively to find ways to bridge interests between organizations by exploring
ways to mitigate any threats or concerns served to build trust between me and the organizations
and between the organizations themselves.
Trust building requires an investment of time, and in many cases, I had to find ways to
build trust as quickly as I could. This issue was not addressed in the literature per se, rather it
was my feedback partners who suggested ways in which they establish trust in their respective
working relationships that guided my communication approach, as each one confirmed the
importance of trust in building relationships. All agreed that using humour was a form of
communication that can help to build rapport and, ultimately, lead to building trust over time.
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As described in Chapter 2, leadership plays an important role in facilitating IOC
(Connelly, 2007; Kramer et al., 2019; Sullivan et al., 2012). The ability to lead was one facet of
my experience in facilitating IOC as an outside third party. Different IOC contexts called for
different approaches to leadership, which required flexibility on my part. In some cases, goals
were short term and required a focus on team building and execution as associated with
facilitative leadership. Professional and personal attributes of honesty, patience, and integrity
added to my ability to be perceived by others as a competent leader, which contributed to
building trust within the relationship. Learning how to increase my leadership capacity through
behavioural changes and increased EI played a key role in facilitating collaboration as an outside
third party.
Conclusion Three: Influences Such as Bureaucracy and Conflict are a Challenge to my
Ability to Facilitate Interorganizational Collaboration
My inability to manage bureaucracy challenged me personally and professionally. Being
able to navigate systemic and organizational policies that either slowed down or thwarted my
facilitation of IOCs altogether was important. Employing tactics to keep my sense of self-worth
positive, as suggested by my feedback partners, supported my ability to mitigate the effects of
conflict and bureaucracy. Increasing my capacity to manage these barriers to collaboration will
increase my leadership capacity as well as my ability to facilitate IOC in the future.
Scope and Limitations of the Research
The original scope of this inquiry was a participatory action research project that
involved government organizations and a First Nations community, which the First Nations
Health Authority did not authorize due to cultural safety concerns. This limited the scope of my
idealized research inquiry to first-person action research, in which myself and three others
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participated. Further restrictions were experienced because of the global COVID-19 pandemic,
which prevented me from facilitating a few interorganizational collaborations, as some
organizations shut down permanently or did not allow for collaborations while restrictions were
in place. Communication was limited to online conversations or telephone calls, which prevented
me from fully experiencing others’ behaviours, as I could not see them in person. Therefore, I
may not have fully understood the exchange of information, or I may have misinterpreted it.
Chapter Summary
This chapter provided the study findings, conclusions from the study, as well as the scope
and limitations of my research. The final chapter will draw on these study findings, and I will
present my recommendations. The implications for my research will also be presented.
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Chapter Five: Inquiry Implications
This first-person action research inquiry demonstrated a reflexive approach to
understanding how I might act to facilitate interorganizational collaboration as an outsider
researcher and leader, which reflected my primary research question. By embracing critical
feedback from feedback partners and a subject matter expert, this inquiry process also allowed
for the discovery of what my current approach is in this context. Additionally, I was able to
identify my challenges that may impede my envisioned ideal self, acting in a facilitative and
leadership capacity. Strategies were developed with my feedback team through rich dialogue that
further honoured my commitment to learn and led to changes in my behaviours and actions
towards myself and while working with others, thus fulfilling the purpose of action research
(Bradbury & Reason, 2003; Marshall & Mead, 2005; Torbert & Taylor, 2008).
The inquiry implications presented in this chapter speak to my leadership practice, and I
offer possible recommendations for myself and others to increase leadership and facilitative
capacities within the context of interorganizational collaboration. I have included methodological
recommendations supporting the use of first-person action research (first-person AR) as a means
of increasing these capacities. Final recommendations are oriented towards organizations
wishing to engage in an IOC in a similar environment of collaboration, such as with First
Nations Peoples. I close with further inquiry into emotional intelligence as it relates to leadership
and interorganizational collaboration, developing guidelines for working with and engaging First
Nations Peoples, and developing a first-person action-oriented guide for leadership growth and
practice. A summary of this thesis then follows. I offer three categories of recommendations,
with specific recommendations application to those categories. The three areas of
recommendations include:
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1. Process recommendations for facilitating IOCs for self and others.
2. Methodological-orientated recommendations for first-person action research in
facilitating an IOC.
3. Recommendations for organizations engaging in IOCs.
Process Recommendations for Facilitating Interorganizational Collaboration for Self and
Others
This inquiry allowed an exploration into my current approach and understanding of my
facilitation and leadership capacities in an authentic and deeply personal way, offering a
profound opportunity for learning (Heen, 2005). Reflexive journaling provided a doorway to my
emotional intelligence and thus a path forward to improve these capacities and professional
skills, all while under systemic challenges imposed by the global COVID-19 pandemic health
restrictions (Cox, 2011; Doe et al., 2015; Iuscu et al., 2012). Based on my experiential learning
through this research, I offer four process recommendations:
1. Use reflexive journaling to increase self-awareness.
2. Understand and utilize the core principles of emotional intelligence to increase the
sense of self and others when leading or facilitating an IOC.
3. Develop leadership skills to address the many factors in building relationships as well
as core leadership competencies to facilitate or lead an IOC.
4. Pay attention to factors that may act as barriers to collaboration.
Recommendation 1: Use Reflexive Journaling to Increase Self-Awareness
I was able to gain an awareness of my thoughts and feelings, as I was both “living life as
inquiry” and facilitating interorganizational collaborations through the methodology of reflexive
journaling and practice (Marshall, 1999, as cited in Marshall & Mead, 2005, p. 241). The
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reflexive practice of continual internal dialogue and critical self-examination contributed to my
understanding of my positionality in a leadership role as well as a White woman doing research
and contributed to my ability to address challenges as they arose (Berger, 2015; Meyer & Willis,
2019). My fixed perspective of an experience was revealed, and through this elevated selfawareness and examination of the underlying assumptions of my behaviour and actions, I was
able to move towards a more open learning attitude, which created an opportunity for learning
through the experience, thus creating new knowledge (Argyris, 1991; Bradbury & Reason, 2003;
Hartman, 2008; Kolb & Kolb, 2009; Reason & Torbert, 2001).
Reflexive retrospective journaling and reflexive journaling exposed the underlying
emotions I experienced in my prior thesis collaborative attempt with health authorities and a First
Nation community as well as this current first-person thesis inquiry. Ultimately, this mindful
approach of “reflection-in-action” led me to the exploration of emotional intelligence as a means
of understanding how these emotions relate to my capacity to act in facilitating an IOC
(Schön,1983, as cited in Leitch & Day, 2000, p. 180; see also McMahon, 1999). Building upon
what I have learnt thus far, continuing to use reflexive journaling as a means of understanding of
how I am feeling and thinking is suggested as an ongoing leadership practice.
The use of reflexive journaling is a recommendation coming forth from this inquiry as a
tool to increase self-awareness and promote active learning (Kolb & Kolb, 2009). It can provide
a means to reflect on how one thinks: that is, getting to the root of the cognitive rules or
reasoning one uses to create strategies to implement their actions (Argyris,1991). Although there
is not one right way or version, reflexive journaling may serve as a useful practice to develop
more mindful ways of being in the world and may help one discover how their feelings,
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behaviours, and actions may be influencing their efforts as a facilitator or leader of an IOC
(Heen, 2005).
Recommendation 2: Understand and Utilize the Core Principles of Emotional Intelligence to
Increase the Sense of Self and Others When Leading or Facilitating Interorganizational
Collaboration
The role of emotion in my ability to facilitate an IOC and my leadership capacity were
highlighted throughout this inquiry. As my self-awareness increased, my ability to perceive my
own and others’ emotions increased as well as my ability to understand and manage those
emotions (Doe et al., 2015; Fernández-Berrocal, 2006; Iuscu et al., 2012). This contributed
directly to my sense of self-worth, my self-care and self-management, as well as contributed to
changing my behaviour and actions when collaborating with others. By becoming more sensitive
to others’ feelings or needs, my capacity to be more empathetic increased, which assisted me in
moments of conflict (Doe et al., 2015; Fernández-Berrocal & Extremera, 2006). Increased
emotional intelligence (EI) impacted my own motivation and level of inspiration, which
increased my and others’ optimism when working together (Doe et al., 2015; Fernández-Berrocal
& Extremera, 2006; Iuscu et al., 2012).
The importance of utilizing EI was made evident in my ability to build trust and rapport
early on in developing working relationships as an outside third-party researcher and facilitator
(Cox, 2011; Kerr et al., 2006). As the level of trust early on in a collaboration may be low if
there is no prior experience of working together, I focused on perceiving and understanding my
own emotions as well as those I was attempting to engage with, which increased my ability to
facilitate and or lead the collaborative effort and its outcome (Cox, 2011; Fernández-Berrocal &
Extremera, 2006; Iuscu et al., 2012; Kerr et al., 2006; Sosik & Megerian, 1999). The continued
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exploration and utilization of EI as part of my continued leadership practice is recommended for
increasing my effectiveness as both an outside third-party facilitator and researcher.
It is further recommended that EI be explored by others who wish to increase their
effectiveness as a leader or facilitator of an IOC (Cox, 2011; Doe et al., 2015; Rosete &
Ciarrochi, 2005; Sadri, 2012). Employing the underlying principles of EI can contribute to
initiating more effective ways to manage change, such as better communication skills and
engagement practices (Băeșu & Bejinaru, 2015; Cox, 2011). This recommendation may be better
met by attending leadership development programs with an EI component to better regulate and
understand the underlying emotions to incorporate behavioural changes that enhance EI
capacities within a person (Dearborn, 2002; Iuscu et al., 2012; Mayer et al., 2004).
Recommendation 3: Develop Leadership Skills to Address the Many Factors in Building
Relationships as Well as Core Leadership Competencies to Facilitate or Lead
Interorganizational Collaboration
Leaders who are involved in successful change efforts display a range of behaviours,
actions, and skills that demonstrate a high level of self-awareness while keeping the overall goal
of the collaboration in mind (Higgs & Rowland, 2010). Areas such as systems thinking, cultural
awareness, strategic thinking, communication, team building, and EI are some of the important
factors that contributed to my ability in creating and facilitating interorganizational alliances and
collaborations as an outside third-party researcher and leader (Cady, 2016; Connelly, 2007;
Senge et al., 2015). Depending on the structures and goals of the collaborations, different
leadership capacities and styles may be required, thus a deeper understanding of the nuances of
leadership skills and styles would contribute to mine and others’ leadership capacities (Kramer et
al., 2019; Sullivan et al., 2012).
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Recommendation 4: Pay attention to Factors that May Act as Barriers to Collaboration
There can be many barriers to an IOC that can act as impediments or obstacles that limit
or create the inability to collaborate (Auschra, 2018; Johnson et al., 2003; Polivka et al. 2001;
Ylitalo et al., 2004). Issues such as power relationships, bureaucracy, a lack of clarity of
government policies, internal and external organizational policies, and systemic factors such as
the COVID-19 restrictions imposed during the pandemic were some of the difficulties I
experienced as an outside third-person researcher and facilitator of change. Exploring and
managing these possible issues early on in collaborative efforts may lead to a higher chance of
overcoming them in future collaborative efforts.
Methodological-Orientated Recommendations for First-Person Action Research in
Facilitating Interorganizational Collaboration
The primary purpose of first-person AR is to generate new knowledge through active
inquiry into one’s own life in which the researcher acts as both the subject and the researcher
(Bradbury & Reason, 2003; Marshall, 2004). The iterative nature of taking action and reflecting
on those actions with the guidance of feedback from my feedback partners provided a means by
which I could improve upon my leadership skills in facilitating an IOC, which was the purpose
behind this inquiry.
This inquiry required an ongoing conscious effort to be aware of how I was acting and
what I was feeling to gain insight on how I may become a better facilitator or leader of an IOC.
Developing a self-reflexive journaling practice required persistence, trust in the process,
patience, staying present to whatever arose emotionally, and a willingness to create a new habit
in order to learn something new (Kolb & Kolb, 2009; Marshall & Mead, 2005). This also
required learning how to be aware of when this practice was disrupting the spontaneity of the
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moment (Marshall & Mead, 2005). Noting my biases and accepting that this as an incomplete
methodology was important, as there was not a way in which I could know everything (Marshall,
2004). As part of my ongoing efforts in continuing to improve my capacity in leadership and
facilitating collaborative efforts beyond this thesis, maintaining this new habit and continuing
this type of first-person AR is recommended going forward. To others, I put forward the
recommendation to utilize this methodology as part of a strategy for learning.
Recommendations for Organizations Engaging in Interorganizational Collaboration
My earlier collaborative research efforts with the First Nations Health Authority, Island
Health, and Gwa’sala-‘Nakwaxda’xw People were time and labour intensive and ultimately did
not come to fruition. External conditions such as the COVID-19 pandemic placed strains on
communication efforts as well as reduced the time available to collaborate with those who were
already dealing with the stress of systems change within their organizations. Island Health had
recently published their report In Plain Sight (Turpel-Lafond, 2020) and was now focused on
creating equal access to health care and creating a health system that was free from racism and
other forms of stigma associated with colonization (Turpel-Lafond, 2020). The recent discovery
of unmarked graves near the sites of former Indian Residential Schools had re-traumatized First
Nations Peoples, which led to the FNHA respectfully declining to move forward with research,
although they were supportive of such collaboration in the future (Hopper, 2021). The need for
sensitivity to cultural perspectives in doing research was made evident when approaching the
Gwa’sala-‘Nakwaxda’xw Nations, as I am an outside, White, privileged woman asking to create
an allyship, which could be interpreted as inappropriate. Taking the local context in action
research prior to attempting doing research or collaboration is strongly recommended (Coghlan,
2019).
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Internal factors, such as power structures, bureaucracy, organizational boundaries, and
internal organizational systems, made communication and relationship building difficult. As an
outside researcher and leader with a different perspective than of those working inside
organizations, bringing these perspectives together through dialogue was important in building
allyships within my collaborations throughout this research inquiry (Coghlan, 2003; Pitsis et al.,
2004). Learning about and facing these internal factors early on in collaborative efforts is
recommended for those who endeavour to facilitate interorganizational collaborations.
In working towards collaborative research with First Nations communities, I recommend
that knowledge of customs of that community is understood. Taking cultural safety and proper
protocol in engaging with a First Nations community is recommended.
Organizational Implications
This was a first-person AR inquiry in which I was both the subject and researcher of the
inquiry, seeking to improve my capacity to facilitate an IOC through reflexive methods. The
results of this inquiry have led me to a better understanding of how I might act to facilitate an
IOC as an outsider researcher and leader and has equipped me with tools and processes such as
reflexive journaling that I will continue to employ as part of my ongoing efforts to grow and
transform my leadership capacities. The changes recommended, such as increasing my EI
competency, will require ongoing effort as I maintain my desire to improve my ability to
facilitate interorganizational collaborations. In working with organizations in the future, it
behooves me to take into consideration internal and external systemic factors at the beginning to
better facilitate interorganizational collaboration and possibly increase the success of the efforts
to collaborate. Numerous areas offer promise for further inquiry and are provided in this section
of the report.
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Do Further Research Into the Role Emotional Intelligence Can Play in Interorganizational
Collaborations and Leadership Development
EI has been discussed in the context of effective leadership and successful collaboration.
However, there was little research into its contributing role in an IOC (Cox, 2011; Doe et al.,
2015; Iuscu et al., 2012).
Develop a Guideline for Engaging First Nations Communities for Outside Third-Party
Researchers and Collaborators to Facilitate Collaborative Efforts
Working with and engaging First Nations communities requires an understanding and
respect for Indigenous knowledges and practices as well as an understanding of cultural safety
protocols. Guidance for outside non-Indigenous individuals working to create and participate in
research with a First Nation community may be helpful in gaining allyship and relationship
building (Wilson, 2008).
Develop a First-Person Action-Oriented Guide for Those Wanting to Utilize Methods Such as
Reflexive Journaling to Enhance Their Leadership Capacities in Facilitating
Interorganizational Collaborations
The first-person AR methods used in this research inquiry may be useful to others who
wish to increase their self-awareness and work towards understanding how their emotions,
actions, and behaviours may lend or detract from successfully leading or facilitating change
efforts (Higgs & Roland, 2010; Marshall & Mead, 2005). A guide that includes a description of
several methods such as reflexive journaling may offer valuable insights into how one creates the
knowledge from which they act.
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Summary
In this first-person AR inquiry, I examined: “How might I act to facilitate
interorganizational collaboration as an outsider third-party researcher and leader?” I used firstperson AR as a means of inquiry that allowed me to “reflect-in-action,” staying present to
whatever emotions and responses I may have had during facilitation of an IOC (Schön,1983, as
cited in Leitch & Day, 2000, p. 180). The research methods I utilized included reflexive
journaling and planned feedback meetings with my feedback partners and subject matter expert.
The qualitative data collected were in the form of text, and an a priori framework emerged that
led to the uncovering of themes within the data. This led to the topics of the literature review,
which included collaboration and interorganizational collaboration, leadership, emotional
intelligence, and trust in interorganizational collaboration. The themes emerged based on the
positionality in which I viewed my experience, with “Me,” “Working with Others,” and
“Systemic Factors” becoming the lenses through which I reflected.
These led to five findings: (a) self-worth is a contributing factor in my ability to facilitate
interorganizational collaboration, (b) self-management and self-care play a role in my ability to
facilitate interorganizational collaboration, (c) there are many factors that can affect relationships
while facilitating interorganizational collaboration, (d) effective communication and building
trust between participants in a collaboration has a positive impact on interorganizational
collaboration, and (e) systemic factors can impede successful collaborative efforts.
Several recommendations emerged specific to facilitating IOCs as an outside third-party
researcher and leader, which included (a) process recommendations for facilitating IOCs for self
and others, (b) methodological orientated recommendations for first-person AR in facilitating an
IOC, and (c) recommendations for organizations engaging in interorganizational collaboration.
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I recommend that more study into the role of EI and its relationship to successful
interorganizational collaboration is warranted. Another recommended area for further inquiry
includes developing guidelines for engaging with First Nations communities as outside thirdperson researchers and collaborators. Finally, I recommend that a guideline for first-person
action-oriented research methods be developed for those looking to utilize such methods to
enhance their leadership capacities. In closing, this research inquiry has led and inspired me to
learn more about myself as I relate to others in my personal and professional life and has
contributed tremendously to my understanding of leadership and interorganizational
collaboration.
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Appendix A: System Map of Government Healthcare Organizations’ Healthcare Delivery
to First Nations Communities
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Appendix B: Daily Journaling Template
Over the course of this 8-week process, I will complete the following journal template
every weekday, paying particular attention to events that occurred that brought up strong
emotions. I will try to record events as close to the time they were experienced as possible.
Today’s Date: _______________________
Round 1 a: Initial daily Journal entries (4 weeks)
Observations

What are the explicit (actual) and tacit experiences I encountered today in
leading interorganizational collaboration?

Reactions

How did I react emotionally to those experiences? What was I thinking as
the event unfolded? How did I feel about the events? (* See note below)

Judgements

What insights did I have and what judgements did I make based on those
experiences and reactions?

Interventions

What action (or lack of action) did I take (or not take) in response to the
event(s)?

*Argyris' left column technique consists of three parts. The first part involves choosing the
problem; the second part involves writing our thoughts about the problem in the left-hand
side column and finally the third part consists of writing the issues which are thought about
each record but not brought forward in the right side of the column.

Sample left column technique:
How do I feel or what do I think
about the issue/experience as it was
unfolding? (but not saying)

What I would have like to have said?

What was said or
experienced?
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Appendix C: Weekly Data Analysis and Weekly Reflective Journal Entries

Weekly Analysis of journal entries (5 days of journaling)
Journaling Text

Codes

Categories

Copy of daily journaling with
an explanation of what I was
saying in my journal
Interpretation of the
journaling ->meaning->codes

Reflective Journal Entries (after each week of journaling)
Observations Did my initial description of my observations include everything? Was I
filtering anything out in my observations? Is there a particular area that I
focus on repeatedly?

Reaction

How did my initial reaction(s) impact my judgement? Was I aware of my
initial reaction at the time? How could I have reacted differently internally,
and how might this have produced a different judgement and intervention or
action?

Judgement

Was my judgement warranted given what I observed? Did I make any
assumptions? What alternative judgements could I make?

Intervention

Was my action based on sound judgement and reasoning? Did it take
everything into account? How could I have acted differently?
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Appendix D: End of Data-Collection Period Reflection Template and Feedback Template

Closing Reflections Journal Entries (after the completion of each of round of data
collection)
Based on the data collected over the data collection period, what possible interventions or
actions might I consider moving forward in my facilitative leadership capacity as an outsider
third party researcher? What supports or resources might be needed?

End of data period feedback suggestions by feedback team and subject matter expert
My change as suggested by the feedback team to put into practice in Round ____ are:
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Appendix E: Email Invitation-Feedback Partners
Dear (participants name),
I am inviting you to be part of a research project I am conducting as part of my Master of
Arts in Leadership at Royal Roads University.
The purpose of my research is to understand how, through a cyclical and self-reflective
practice, my own leadership approach might be improved to support my efforts of increasing
inter-organizational collaboration as an outsider third person facilitator.
You are being asked to be a participant in this research project because we have a
reciprocal trusting and respectful relationship in which we can discuss leadership issues and
practices. This phase of my research project will consist of two virtual (Zoom) forty-five-minute
discussions every four weeks over a two-month period.
The attached document (Information Letter for Feedback Partners) contains further
information about the research and will enable you to make a fully informed decision on whether
you wish to participate. Please review this information, and if you are willing to participate,
please respond to this email as a consent form will follow.
I realize due to our personal friendship you may feel compelled to participate in this
research project. Please be aware that you are not required to participate, and should you choose
to participate, your participation would be completely voluntary. If you do choose to participate,
you are free to withdraw without prejudice at any time up to the start of the group discussions,
after which the withdrawal of your contributions may not be possible as your ideas will have
influenced the overall discussion and themes emerging from the process.
Please do not reply to this request if you do not wish to participate. Your choice will
remain confidential and in no way will it influence our personal friendship in any way.
Feel free to contact me if you have any additional questions regarding this project and its
outcomes. I can be reached at [phone #] or by email [email address].

Sincerely,

Lauren Evanow
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Appendix F: Information Letter—Feedback Partners
First-Person Action Research: facilitating interorganizational collaboration as an outside
action researcher
Dear Prospective Feedback Participant,
My name is Lauren Evanow and this research project is part of the requirement for a
Master of Arts in Leadership degree at Royal Roads University. My credentials with Royal
Roads University can be established by contacting Dr. Catherine Etmanski, Director, School of
Leadership Studies: [email address] or [phone #].
This inquiry is part of my thesis that is examining how I act as a facilitative leader to
enable inter-organizational collaboration as an outside third-party action researcher and how I
might improve my leadership capacity.
Using first-person action research as my methodology, I plan to engage a feedback
partner/team consisting of three people, to mitigate my research bias and broaden my own
perspectives and understandings of my experiences and actions as a outside third party
researcher. I will meet virtually (using Zoom platform) with my feedback team once every four
weeks for forty-five minutes for a total of two times within a two-month period. In these
meetings, I will present complex issues that I face in my facilitative leadership practice for your
consideration and your suggestions for future actions I might take via your feedback. I will then
work to incorporate the feedback into my ongoing leadership experience and continue to record
and reflect my experiences with these changes being put into practice. I will then analyze the
data created and present it in a second and final virtual meeting for feedback on the findings as
presented by the data and request further feedback on this data.
This research will benefit myself in that it is being conducted to further develop my skill
and capacity as a facilitative leader while waiting for a complex harmonized ethics review for
my MA research proposal to be completed. It will also benefit me in that it will allow me to
achieve a requirement for my Master of Arts in Leadership program. It may benefit you by
providing insights into your own experiences as a facilitative leader in your own professional
practice through dialogue with me and others in the feedback team, focusing on the practice of
cyclical self-reflexivity and personal reflection.
There is minimum risk to the participants in the study and participants will not be
pressured to share specifics that they do not wish or feel comfortable to share. Data will be
collective in nature and will not represent one person’s specific thought or contributions. If you
feel that there are any risks to you as the study, you are welcome to withdraw from the study.
Please let me know of your decision should this be the case. Please note the after the first
meeting, the withdrawal of your contributions may not be possible as your ideas will have
influenced the overall discussion and themes emerging from the process.
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I will work to protect your privacy throughout this study. The data will be stored on my
personal encrypted computer, and the files will be password protected. All information collected
will be maintained in confidence, identified only by code number and kept in a locked filing
cabinet. Hard copies of the transcripts of the two feedback meetings will be stored in a locked
closet that only I have access to. Audio recordings of the two meetings will be transcribed by
myself and will be stored in on my computer in an encrypted file. All files on my computer will
be kept on a secured network that is password protected. Information that is summarized in an
anonymous format in the body of the final report. At no time with any specific comments be
attributed to any individual unless specific agreement has been obtained beforehand. All
documentation will be kept strictly confidential. Raw data will be kept until one year after I am
granted my Master of Arts in Leadership, at which time hard copies will be shredded and
electronic and audio files will be deleted.
In addition to submitting a final report to Royal Roads University in partial fulfilment for
a Masters of Arts in Leadership degree, this inquiry may also be the basis for a scholarly or
professional journal article or conference presentation.
Any data that has been collected from a participant who has withdrawn from the study
will be removed from the data as soon as they withdraw from the study, up to the point the data
is added to other data, at which time it will not be feasible to remove the data. This will be one
week after my transcript of the meeting is sent to you for correction/validation as to its accuracy.
You are not required to participate in this research project. By replying directly to the
email request for participation you indicate that you have read and understand the information
above and give your free and informed consent to participate in this project.
Please a copy of this information letter for your records.

Sincerely,

Lauren Evanow
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Appendix G: Email Invitation—Subject Matter Expert
Dear (participants name),
I am inviting you to be part of a research project I am conducting as part of my Master of
Arts in Leadership at Royal Roads University.
The purpose of my research is to understand how, through a cyclical and self-reflective
practice, my own leadership approach might be improved to support my efforts of increasing
inter-organizational collaboration as an outsider third person facilitator.
You are being asked to be a participant in this research project because we have a
reciprocal trusting and respectful relationship in which we can discuss leadership issues and
practices. This phase of my research project will consist of one virtual (Zoom) forty-five-minute
discussion at the end of my second-round feedback partner session. The purpose of this meeting
is to review and discuss the findings of the research to gather further feedback as to how I might
improve my facilitative leadership capacity taking your experience into account.
The attached document (Information Letter for Subject Matter Experts) contains further
information about the research and will enable you to make a fully informed decision on whether
or not you wish to participate. Please review this information before responding.
I realize due to our personal friendship you may feel compelled to participate in this
research project. Please be aware that you are not required to participate, and should you choose
to participate, your participation would be completely voluntary. If you do choose to participate,
you are free to withdraw without prejudice at any time up to the start of the group discussions,
after which the withdrawal of your contributions may not be possible as your ideas will have
influenced the overall discussion and themes emerging from the process.
Please do not reply to this request if you do not wish to participate. Your choice will
remain confidential and in no way will it influence our personal friendship in any way.
Feel free to contact me if you have any additional questions regarding this project and its
outcomes. I can be reached at [phone #] or by email [email address].

Sincerely,

Lauren Evanow
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Appendix H: Information Letter—Subject Matter Expert
First-Person Action Research: facilitating interorganizational collaboration as an outside
action researcher

Dear Prospective Subject Matter Expert,
My name is Lauren Evanow and this research project is part of the requirement for a
Master of Arts in Leadership degree at Royal Roads University. My credentials with Royal
Roads University can be established by contacting Dr. Catherine Etmanski, Director, School of
Leadership Studies: [email address] or [phone #].
This inquiry is part of my thesis that is examining how I act as a facilitative leader to
enable inter-organizational collaboration as an outside third-party action researcher and how I
might improve my leadership capacity.
Using first-person action research as my methodology, I plan to engage a feedback
partner/team consisting of three people to mitigate my research bias and broaden my own
perspectives and understandings of my experiences and actions as a outside third party
researcher. I will meet virtually (using Zoom platform) with my feedback team once every four
weeks for forty-five minutes for a total of two times within a two-month period. In these
meetings, I will present complex issues that I face in my facilitative leadership practice for their
consideration and their suggestions for future actions I might take via their feedback. I will then
work to incorporate the feedback into my ongoing leadership experience and continue to record
and reflect my experiences with these changes being put into practice. I will then analyze the
data created and present it in a second and final virtual meeting for feedback on the findings as
presented by the data and request further feedback on this data. As a subject matter expert, I
would ask you to contribute your perspective from your experience as a facilitative leader in a
one-hour virtual meeting in which we would discuss the findings created as a result of the
changes implemented as suggested by the feedback team. The purpose of this is to further
embellish my capacity as a facilitative leader in the context of an outsider third party
researcher/leader.
This research will benefit myself in that it is being conducted to further develop my skill
and capacity as a facilitative leader while waiting for a complex harmonized ethics review for
my MA research proposal to be completed. It will also benefit me in that it will allow me to
achieve a requirement for my Master of Arts in Leadership program. It may benefit you by
providing insights into your own experiences as a facilitative leader in your own professional
practice through dialogue with me, focusing on the practice of cyclical self-reflexivity and
personal reflection. This will be audio recorded for transcription purposes.
There is minimum risk to the participants in the study and you will not be pressured to
share specifics that you do not wish or feel comfortable to share. Data will be collective in nature
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and will not represent one person’s specific thought or contributions. If you feel that there are
any risks to you as the study, you are welcome to withdraw from the study. Please let me know
of your decision should this be the case.
I will work to protect your privacy throughout this study. The data will be stored on my
personal encrypted computer, and the files for this study will be password protected. All
information collected will be maintained in confidence, identified only by code number and kept
in a locked filing cabinet. Hard copies of the transcripts of subject matter expert meetings will be
stored in a locked closet that only I have access to. Audio recordings of the subject matter expert
meetings will be transcribed by myself and will be stored in on my computer in an encrypted file.
All files on my computer will be kept on a secured network that is password protected.
Information that is summarized in an anonymous format in the body of the final report. At no
time with any specific comments be attributed to any individual unless specific agreement has
been obtained beforehand. All documentation will be kept strictly confidential. Raw data will be
kept until one year after I am granted my Master of Arts in Leadership, at which time hard copies
will be shredded and electronic and audio files will be deleted.
In addition to submitting a final report to Royal Roads University in partial fulfilment for
a Masters of Arts in Leadership degree, this inquiry may also be the basis for a scholarly or
professional journal article or conference presentation.
Any data that has been collected from a participant who has withdrawn from the study
will be removed from the data as soon as they withdraw from the study, up to the point the data
is added to other data, at which time it will not be feasible to remove the data. This will be one
week after my transcript of the meeting is sent to you for correction/validation as to its accuracy.
You are not required to participate in this research project. By replying directly to the
email request for participation you indicate that you have read and understand the information
above and give your free and informed consent to participate in this project, and a formal consent
form will be sent to you via email for your signature.
Please a copy of this information letter for your records.

Sincerely,

Lauren Evanow
[phone #]
[email address]
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Appendix I: Consent Form for Feedback Partners
First-Person Action Research: facilitating interorganizational collaboration as an
outside action researcher
By signing this form, you agree that you are over the age of 19 and have read the
information letter for this study. Your signature states that you are giving your voluntary and
informed consent to participate in this project as a feedback partner, that you agree to having the
virtual group discussions audio recorded, and that data you contribute will be used in the final
report and any other knowledge outputs (articles, conference presentations etc.).
I consent to the use of material gained through the online feedback conversations
being used in this study and the final report. I consent to quotations and excerpts
expressed by me through the feedback partner virtual conversations be included in
this study, provided that my identity is not disclosed.
I commit to respect the confidential nature of the feedback partner virtual
conversations by not sharing identifying information about the other participants.
I consent to the use of material I have contributed being used on any scholarly
article and/or community or conference presentations.
The project has been reviewed by the Royal Roads University Ethics Committee. If the
participant experiences any possible ethical issues that may have arisen as a result of
participating in this first-person action research project, please contact the research supervisor
Dr. Phil Cady CD, BSW, MA(LT) DSocSci
Adjunct Professor | School of Leadership Studies
Faculty of Social and Applied Sciences| Royal Roads University
T [phone #]

___________________________

____________

Name of participant (please print)

Date

____________________________

____________

Name of researcher (please print)

__________________________
Signature

Date

__________________________
Signature
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Appendix J: Consent Form- Subject Matter Expert

By signing this form, you agree that you are over the age of 19 and have read the
information letter for this study. Your signature states that you are giving your voluntary and
informed consent to participate in this project as a subject matter expert, that you agree to having
the online Zoom discussion audio recorded, and that data you contribute will be used in the final
report and any other knowledge outputs (articles, conference presentations etc.).
I consent to the use of material gained through the feedback virtual conversations
being used in this study and the resulting paper. I consent to quotations and
excerpts expressed by me through the feedback partner virtual conversations be
included in this study, provided that my identity is not disclosed.
I commit to respect the confidential nature of this study by not sharing any
identifying information that may be made evident.
I consent to the use of material I have contributed being used on any scholarly
article and/or community or conference presentations.

First and Last name (please print): ___________________________________________

Signature:

Date:

___________________________________________

_____________________________________________
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Appendix K: Weekly Data Analysis and Reflections for Round 1 Data Collection
Excerpts from my journal entries are presented in the first table for each week, while the
reflections are presented in a separate table for each week.
Excerpt of Journal Entries
Week 1

Observations

Reactions ?

Judgements ?

Interventions?

June 28

Talking with Renee
daughter about a
problem. I listened
very intently. I did
not interject

Embarrassment
due to the
content of
conversation

Mistakes happen
(communication
error)

Apologized and need to work on
clear and concise communication

June 29

Relinquished control
of the idea that I
would be able to do
research with GNN.

Resolve

Efforts were
worth it

Thank you letter to FH
community for participation.
Keeping the door open

June 30

Engaged new
feedback partners to
participate in my
first-person action
research

courage

Follow through
on starting again

Ask for help

July 1

Personal reflection
on the residential
schools across
Canada. Healing this
trauma for everyone~
Indigenous or not~ is
needed

powerlessness

How to reconcile
colonization.

Get informed/educated about the
issues

Trying to restart my
thesis process and
writing.

Motivation/mom
entum

Canada
day

July 2

Bureaucracy

Do a little bit
every day

Ask for help

Excerpt of Reflections
Observations

Did my initial description of my observations include everything? Was I filtering
anything out in my observations? Is there a particular area that I focus on
repeatedly?
Yes, focused on feelings of powerlessness
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How did my initial reaction(s) impact my judgement? Was I aware of my initial
reaction at the time? How could I have reacted differently internally, and how
might this have produced a different judgement and intervention or action?

Reaction

Yes, they impacted my desire to continue with this thesis process. I want to give
up.
Was my judgement warranted given what I observed? Did I make any
assumptions? What alternative judgements could I make?

Judgement
Intervention

Was my action based on sound judgement and reasoning? Did it take everything
into account? How could I have acted differently?
I could have not taken things personally. I asked for help which was good.

Week 2

Observations

Reactions

Judgements

Interventions

July 5

Things aren’t working

Discernment

Find people you can
trust

Talk to confidantes

July 6

Wrestling with next
steps on my thesis.
Brain fog

Fear

Hard on myself

Talk to confidantes

July 7

Someone is being
dishonest, or there is
lack of integrity on
their behalf

Conflict
avoidant

Need others to show up

Communication with those
who aren’t showing up

July 8

I communicated
truthfully to establish
trusting relationship.
hard to do.

Trust

Need to be truthful to
gain trust

Set boundaries to be
vulnerable

July 9

Organizing a group
that I am working
with to give clear
instructions.

Confidence

Need to have authentic
and clear
communication

Get organized and prepare
for communication so that
you are clear

Observations

Did my initial description of my observations include everything? Was I filtering anything
out in my observations? Is there a particular area that I focus on repeatedly?
Yes. I did not filter out the emotional responses which I would tend to do in the past. I
focused on transparency
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How did my initial reaction(s) impact my judgement? Was I aware of my initial reaction
at the time? How could I have reacted differently internally, and how might this have
produced a different judgement and intervention or action?
Emotional responses to situations may have blurred my ability to think straight about what
to do next.

Judgement

Was my judgement warranted given what I observed? Did I make any assumptions? What
alternative judgements could I make?
Made assumptions and meaning making around how people were treating me and the
situation.

Intervention

Was my action based on sound judgement and reasoning? Did it take everything into
account? How could I have acted differently?
No, I was emotional. I could have detached more from the situation and not taken things
personally

Week 3

Observation

Reactions

Judgements

Interventions

July 12

Re-establishing old
working
relationships. trust
within working
relationships. Powerover issues must be
made known

Trust

Authentic
communication

Be willing to be
vulnerable in your
communication

July 13

Decided not to
engage with an old
partner. Decision
making control.

Decisiveness

Once you decide,
stick with it. Don’t
vacillate

Clear strategic
communication
needed

July 14

Self-esteem and
confidence low due
to exchange with
person the day
before

Humiliation

If things aren’t
working, be willing
to walk away

Stop

Working on thesis.
Engaged possible
project collaborators

Defeated

July 15

Bureaucracy
Nothing to do but
ride it out
Bureaucracy

Stop.
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July 16

Different views
between partner
organizations about
each others
capabilities

Conflict

Bringing different
viewpoints to the
table
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Clear strategic
communication
needed

Observations

Did my initial description of my observations include everything? Was I filtering anything
out in my observations? Is there a particular area that I focus on repeatedly?

Reaction

How did my initial reaction(s) impact my judgement? Was I aware of my initial reaction at
the time? How could I have reacted differently internally, and how might this have
produced a different judgement and intervention or action?

Judgement

Was my judgement warranted given what I observed? Did I make any assumptions? What
alternative judgements could I make?

Intervention

Was my action based on sound judgement and reasoning? Did it take everything into
account? How could I have acted differently?

Week 4

Observations

Reactions

Judgements

Interventions

July 19

Building trust and
rapport with Squamish
Nation. Being authentic.
Meeting people where
they are at and noticing
cultural differences

Authenticity/trust

Stay open to what is
happening.

Follow through with
clear communication
and express your vision

July 20

Triggered by not feeling
like I know enough.

Vulnerability

Follow instincts

Said no to working
together. Trust myself.

July 21

Having a hard time
getting organized

Fear

I am not enough

Get help from
confidantes

July 22

Tried to get a group of
wealthy men to discuss
Fairy Creek logging.
Getting people on the
same page. Different
values

Truth/trust

get people on the same
page

Authenticity, listen,
listen, listen

Bureaucracy
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Working to find
external examiners for
my thesis defence

Observations

Conflict
avoidance

Clear communication
needed
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Don’t avoid- figure out
what you want and
clearly communicate.

Did my initial description of my observations include everything? Was I filtering anything
out in my observations? Is there a particular area that I focus on repeatedly?
Trust

Reaction

How did my initial reaction(s) impact my judgement? Was I aware of my initial reaction at
the time? How could I have reacted differently internally, and how might this have
produced a different judgement and intervention or action?
These reactions were more tempered and strategic. I am learning how to watch myself
interact with people

Judgement

Was my judgement warranted given what I observed? Did I make any assumptions? What
alternative judgements could I make?
I can chose to not judge myself- don’t take things personally

Intervention

Was my action based on sound judgement and reasoning? Did it take everything into
account? How could I have acted differently?
I believe acted as best as I could given the circumstances.

Week 5

Observations

Reactions

Judgements

Interventions

July 26

Met a possible new
connection to help
find external
examiners. Works as
a community
planner

Connection

Build rapport

Clear
communication to
build rapport

July 27

Taking actionable
steps to move things
forward when things
are falling apart

Action, move
forward

Be clear on what you are trying
to co-create with others,
boundaries

Email and texts sent
to be clear on
expectations.

July 28

Worked through
mental blocks and
focus. Connected
with Christine and
had a good
preliminary
conversation about

Work,
connected,
conversation,
collaboration

I did not feel like I had
imposter syndrome, but was
authentic and open in the
conversation while trying to see
if there was a possible
collaboration.

I surrendered to the
energy of the
conversation and
went with the flow.
Listened deeply and
didn’t try to force
anything, breathe
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her work, her sense
of collaboration in
her work

July 29

Working with a
brand new group of
people. Teamwork

Building trust in
people that I
have the skills
to do things and
collaborate

The more positive you are in
your feedback, the better the
response. First impressionslearn from the previous
businessmen experience

Communication
around how
everyone is doing
more extroverted
behaviour

July 30

I am feeling a bit
more confident with
my brain being able
to focus better.

Confidence
returning
slowly, I have
achieved and
contributed to
collaborations
in the past
successfully

It takes time and perseverance
to build capacity to do things

I kept taking little
breaks but returned
to the task at hand.
Getting stronger

Observations

Did my initial description of my observations include everything? Was I
filtering anything out in my observations? Is there a particular area that I
focus on repeatedly?
I focused a lot on taking actions that were positive

Reaction

How did my initial reaction(s) impact my judgement? Was I aware of my
initial reaction at the time? How could I have reacted differently internally,
and how might this have produced a different judgement and intervention or
action?
I was aware of my initial reactions.

Judgement

Was my judgement warranted given what I observed? Did I make any
assumptions? What alternative judgements could I make?
Yes.

Intervention

Was my action based on sound judgement and reasoning? Did it take
everything into account? How could I have acted differently?
Much calmer interventions, asking for help with my brain issues.

INTERORGANIZATIONAL COLLABORATION DURING COVID-19
Round 1: Closing Reflections Journal Entries (after 5 weeks of journaling and reflection)
Based on the data collected over the 4-week period, what possible interventions or actions might I consider
moving forward in my facilitative leadership capacity as an outsider third party researcher? What supports or
resources might be needed?
Need to be more positive and seek the help of others
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Appendix L: Feedback Partner Discussion Agenda Template
First person data collection will be collected over an eight-week period. There will be
two feedback meetings held via Zoom that will occur during this data collection period. The first
meeting with the feedback team, labelled Round One, will occur after the researcher collects
first-person data for a four-week period and serves as review of the findings from the analysis of
the data collected. The feedback team will provide possible interventions and strategies for future
actions that might be taken in the following four weeks by the researcher. The second meeting
will occur after the researcher collects data on the following four weeks of journaling and serves
as review of the findings from the analysis of the post-change data. Each session will be audio
recorded and transcribed.
Date and Time:

___________________________

Zoom Meeting ID: ________________________
Round One _______ Two___________
Feedback Partners: __________________________
Discussion Topic & Questions

Time allotted

Who

1.Land acknowledgment and check-in

5 minutes

All

2.Emergent themes and/or issues related to my facilitative leadership as an
outside third person. Includes specific findings/learning that occurred
during the data collection period and specific incidents that may have
occurred.

10 minutes

Researcher

45 minutes

Feedback team

3. For each theme, and/or issue, learning or incident described:
Did any questions emerge for you in listening to my description of these
that may help me see from a different perspective or broaden worldview?
Are there any areas that I may have missed in my learning that may be
considered a blind-spot in my facilitative leadership?
Were there any themes that you have encountered in your personal work
experience? If so, do you have any learning or suggestions that I might be
able to incorporate in my own facilitative leadership experience?
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Based on the themes and this dialogue exchange, what do you feel I have
been doing well, and what might I put more focus on in my facilitative
leadership practice?
4. Feedforward- what might my considerations for personal leadership
practice be going forward?

10 minutes

Feedback team

5 minutes

All

What do you feel are my most important steps in continuing to build on
my facilitative leadership skills?
What are the action items that I should incorporate to help me become a
better third person outsider facilitative leader?
5.Check-out

Round 1 VI : END OF ROUND 1 CHANGES as suggested by feedback team
My change as suggested by the feedback team to put into practice in Round 2 are:

Round 2 VI : END OF ROUND 2:report on the CHANGES from Round 1 suggestions
Feedback on the conclusive reflections of the researcher after Round 2 period is complete:
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Appendix M: PowerPoint Presentation
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Appendix N: Round 1 and 2 Codes and Categories of “ME,” “Working with Others,” and
“Systemic Factors”
Round 1 and Round 2 sub-coded descriptive words that contributed to codes and categories of
“ME,” “Working with Others,” and “Sytemic Factors” are presented in this table. Note: Italics
indicate words and word counts unique to Round 2 data collection period and sub-code input.
Working with Others:
(Actions)
The fact or process of
doing something,
typically to achieve
an aim

Working with Others:
(Behaviours)
The way in which one
acts or conducts oneself,
especially toward others

Systemic
Factors
Factors outside
my control

ME
My feelings, actions
and behaviours

ME
My feelings,
actions and
behaviours

Authenticity (4)+(2)

Surrender (1)

Communication (14)
+(1)

Privilege (2)(+1)

Bureaucracy
(5)+(1)

Listening (3)+(1)

Breathe (1)

Trust (10)

Take others’ views into
consideration (1)

Organizational
Structures (1)

Vulnerable,
vulnerability (4)

Imposter
syndrome (1)

Relationship (1)+(5)

Learning from
experience (1)

Organizational
Policy (1)+(1)

Disappointment (2)+
(2)

Motivation (1)

Teamwork (2)+(1)

Integrity (1)

Government
restrictions
(health) (1)+(1)

Fear (3)

Momentum (1)

Truth (3)

Conflict (1)+1

I am not enough
(2)+(1)

Resolve (1)

No follow-through (2)

Lack of action (1)

Courage (3)

Discernment
(1)

Lack of Decisiveness
(1)

Compassion (3)

Be positive,
have faith (1)

Decisiveness (1)

Conflict Avoidant
(3)

Get help from
others (1)

Build rapport (1)

Frustration (2)

Stick to
decisions (1)

Positive feedback
(1)+(1)

Organizational
Protectionism
(1)
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ME
My feelings, actions
and behaviours

ME
My feelings,
actions and
behaviours

Working with Others:
(Actions)
The fact or process of
doing something,
typically to achieve
an aim

Confidence (1)+(1)

Stay grounded
(1)

Get people on the
same page (1)

Have more fun
(1)+(1)

Find people
you can trust
(1)

Collabo(rative) effort
(1)

Be curious (1)+(1)

Resilient (1)

Co-Ordination (1)

Don’t take things
personally (1)+(1)

Humiliation (1)

Co-operation (1)

Don’t make
assumptions (1)+(1)

Powerlessness
(1)

Directing (1)

Meditate (1)+(1)

Joy, ease (2)

End of Relationship
(1)

Do no harm (1)

Timid, shy (1)

Planning (1)

Lead from behind
(1)

Heard (1)

Meet Challenges (1)

Be impeccable with
your words (1)

Empowered (1)

Privilege (1)

Always do your best
(1)

Reflection (1)

Interactions (1)

Patience (1)

Take risks (1)

Encourage each other
(1)

Learn, get informed
(1)

Open (1)

Encouraged (1)

Learning (1)

Stop (1)

Taking
initiative (1)

Take Action (1)

Engage (1)

Embarrassment (1)

Transparent (1)

Stop (1)

Working with Others:
(Behaviours)
The way in which one
acts or conducts oneself,
especially toward others
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Systemic
Factors
Factors outside
my control
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ME
My feelings, actions
and behaviours

ME
My feelings,
actions and
behaviours

Visualize (1)

Overwhelmed
(1)

Flexibility (1)

Challenge
yourself, others
(1)

Boundaries (2)+(1)

Privilege (1)

Defeated (1)

Get curious
about conflict
(1)

Working with Others:
(Actions)
The fact or process of
doing something,
typically to achieve
an aim

Working with Others:
(Behaviours)
The way in which one
acts or conducts oneself,
especially toward others
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Systemic
Factors
Factors outside
my control
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Appendix O: Round 1 and 2 Sub-Codes that Contributed to Categories, Sub-Categories,
and Themes Specific to Code “ME
Round 1 and Round 2 “ME” sub-codes that contributed to categories, sub-categories, and themes
specific to code “ME.” Note: Italics indicate words and word counts unique to round two data

ME:
Feelings-Enabling
(Self-Worth)
an emotional state or
reaction that facilitates

ME:
Feelings-Limiting
(Self-Worth)
an emotional state or
reaction
that impedes

ME
Actions
(Self Management)
The fact or process of doing
something, typically to
achieve an aim

ME
Behaviour
(Self-Care)
the way in which
one acts or conducts
oneself, especially
toward others

Vulnerable, vulnerability (4)

Fear (3)

Listening (3)+(1)

Compassion (3)

Authenticity (4)+(2)

Conflict Avoidant (3)

Get help from others (1)

Courage (3)

I am not enough (2)+(1)

Find people you can trust (1)

Boundaries (2)+(1)

Surrender (1)

Disappointment (2)+ (2)

Flexibility (1)

Meditate (1)+(1)

Resilience (1)

Frustration (2)

Momentum (1)

Have more fun
(1)+(1)

Resolve (1)

Powerlessness (1)

Take Action (1)

Always do your best
(1)

Encouraged (1)

Embarrassment (1)

Stay grounded (1)

Don’t make
assumptions (1)+(1)

Gratitude (1)

Defeated (1)

Learn, get informed (1)

Don’t take things
personally (1)+(1)

Joy, ease (2)

Imposter syndrome (1)

Be curious (1)+(1)

Be impeccable with
your words (1)

Heard (1)

Humiliation (1)

Visualize (1)

Patience (1)

Empowered (1)

Timid, shy (1)

Breathe (1)

Motivation (1)

Overwhelmed (1)

Do no harm (1)

Discernment (1)

Learning (1)

Be positive, have
faith (1)

Taking initiative (1)

Stick to decisions
(1)

Engage (1)

Stop (1)
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ME:
Feelings-Enabling
(Self-Worth)
an emotional state or
reaction that facilitates

ME:
Feelings-Limiting
(Self-Worth)
an emotional state or
reaction
that impedes

ME
Actions
(Self Management)
The fact or process of doing
something, typically to
achieve an aim
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ME
Behaviour
(Self-Care)
the way in which
one acts or conducts
oneself, especially
toward others

Challenge yourself, others
(1)
Get curious about conflict (1)

Open (1)

Reflection (1)

Transparent (1)

Take risks (1)

Privilege (1)

